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PREFACE 
The purpose of FEMPAC is to facilitate the solution of learner-level 
problems by the finite element method student. In order to accomplish this 
purpose the program inputs and options available have been kept as simple as 
possible. The package is structured such that no programming experience 
should be necessary for its use. 
The purpose of FEMPAC is not to make possible solution of highly complex 
or large problems, although it is structured as efficiently as possible and 
has considerable capability for large problems. The principal virtue is the 
variety of continuum and structural-type problems which can be solved through 
this package. 
This version of FEMPAC is not considered final or complete. Work will 
continue to improve, refine, and add capabilities to the system. 
This User's Manual is an attempt to present as concisely as possible the 
purposes and procedures for the problems and the necessary inputs. Extensive 
use is made of example problems illustrated with both input and output examples. 

INTRODUCTION 
A person with a finite element problem is especially eager to have a 
dependable computer package requiring a minimum of concern for system details 
outside the scope of his/her primary interest. Most commercial finite element 
programs are directed at the solution of very large problems stemming from 
corporate or industry design needs. The software supplied by computer 
manufacturers and others is proprietary and very expensive. More often than 
not, their documentation is not designed for a novice user. The typical 
learner-user of the finite element method in a university environment has 
small- or mediumrscale problems and is not inclined to spend a great deal of 
time learning about programming and computer systems for problem solution. 
The objectives in designing a Finite Element Method PACkage (FEMPAC) of 
learner programs have been to stress ease of use, variety in problem types 
which can be solved, commonality of input between problem types, and minimiza-
tion of computer experience needed. 
The programs in this package are not highly sophisticated programs. They 
are not intended to compete with commercially available programs for detailed 
research and design. These programs are intended to solve learner-level 
problems in a variety of application areas. This package is intended to 
minimize the amount of classroom time required to explain use of the programs. 
This package should be useful not only in finite element method instruction, 
but also in other engineering courses where problem solutions are needed. 
Many of the programs used in this text are modifications of those given 
by Segerlind (1976).1 The Segerlind text is highly recommended for those 
desiring to gain a basic understanding of the finite element method. 
l 1segerlind, L.J., 1976. 
Sons, Inc., New York. 
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1. PACKAGE DESCRIPTION 
1.1 DESCRIPTION OF AVAILABLE PROGRAMS 
This package is built up of two types of programs. The first type is support 
programs which are intended to facilitate development and display of input data, 
and display and analysis of results. The second type is application programs, 
each intended to solve problems in one specific application area. Detailed 
description of options available, input required, and sample applications are 
included for each program in the following chapters of this manual. 
Support programs include automatic grid generation for programs using the simple 
three-node linear triangular element. The program has an option for renumbering 
nodes to minimize storage requirements. Grid plotting on the line printer is 
also available for programs using the simple linear triangular element with or 
without automatic grid generation. Result plotting is available for both nodal 
values and element resultants for pertinent variables within each application 
program. More detailed description of grid and result plotting are given in 
Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. 
Application programs available and support options available for each are sum-
marized in Table 1.1. More detail on each application program is given in 
Chapter 3 of this manual. 
1. 2 FLO\v CHART OF PACKAGE 
The following flow chart describes the general flow during execution of FEMPAC. 
Decisions are made by the program based on the Main Control Parameters input by 
the user. These control parameters are described in Section 1.4. 
1.3 DESCRIPTION OF INPUT METHOD- FORMAT FREE INPUT 
The main obstacle encountered in applying this package is communicating the 
correct information to the computer. In computer programming, information is 
transferred from external devices (the card reader, normally) to internal stor-
age by means of read statements. The transfer of information into the computer 
is called INPUT, a term that appears frequently in this manual. 
There are two possible modes of input available for this package. The first is 
FORMATTED INPUT. Formatted information is prepared on a card in a format 
specified by a format statement in the computer program and can not be deviated 
from. This form of input is not used here, but alternative read statements for 
its implementation are included in the programs as comments. A specified 
format makes the preparation of input data an error-prone, space-counting affair. 
The second mode of input eliminates these problems by making data input format 
free, hence it is called FORMAT-FREE INPUT. The input values are separated 
only by a delimiter which normally is a comma or blank space. One disadvan-
tage in using this type of input is the need for extra zero values on a card 
to terminate data input . 
Table 1.1 













i Available Support Options Applicat on 
Prog. No. Element Grid Grid Result 







Two-dimensional plane stress and plane 
strain problems with optional thermal 
stresses. 
Two-dimensional steady state heat trans-
fer with surface convection or specified 
boundary temperatures and internal heat 
sources. 
Two-dimensional steady state field pro-
blem with sources and/or sinks, seepage 
can be included for ground water flow. 
Calculates shear stresses in non-
circular shaft for given torsional 
input. 
Two-dimensional transient heat transfer 
with surface convection or specified 















Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes 







The automatic grid generation 
will not be done, element para-
meters and data are read in. 
Read element parameters; number 
of nodes (NP), number of elements 
(NE), bandwidth (NBW), number of 
material property sets (NMPSET). 
Read in element data; element 
number (NEL), element node num-
bers (ND), material property set 
number (MPSEL), x andy coordi-
nates of the node numbers. 
No 
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Flow Chart for FEMPAC 
Read control parameters for the use 
of automatic grid generation (NGRID), 
grid plotting (NPLTG), application 
program number (NAPPL), plotting of 
results (NPLTR). 
Pritll out a response to the 
control parameters stating 
what will be done. 
No 
Yes 





will be executed. 
Program for plotting 
nf t~e Prid will be 
executed. 
Program for plotting the 
results of the application 
program will be executed. 
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Both modes of input require an input list in the read statements of the program. 
The input list specifies the variable names or arrays to which the data items 
are to be transferred and the order of their transmission. Thus, care must be 
taken to insure that input values are in the correct order on the data cards, 
so that the values will be stored in locations to which the corresponding vari-
ables refer. 
Format-free input is very versatile, allowing the users to space the input data 
to their advantage in terms of readability and/or space used. The following are 
some conventional rules governing format-free input. The delimiters divide the 
card up into what are known as fields. Either a blank or a comma following the 
value are commonly used as delimiters. Leading blanks in a field and blanks 
following the last delimiter on a card are ignored. A value cannot be continued 
from one card to another since each card is considered individually. This also 
implies that the last value on the card doesn't need a delimiter after it. 
Two types of variables used in the programs are real and integer. Usually the 
input values must be of the same type as the variables to which they refer. 
This is why there is a need to include the decimal points in some input values 
even though they are whole numbers. 
Examples: The following three cards show possible ways of inputting the 
numbers 1, 10.0, 6, 9.9, 5, 11.0, 3, 8.5, 9, 1.0 under format-free 
input. 
-5-
1.4 DEFINITION OF MAIN CONTROL PARAMETERS 
Flow of the program and options executed is controlled by parameters on the 
main control parameters card. The control parameters by the order in which they 
appear on the main parameter card are: 
NGRID Controls use of automatic grid generation option. 
NGRID = 0 implies auto-grid generation will not be used and that the user 
will input the element data for the problem. The user should see 
Section 1.6 or the appropriate application program section for 
description of the element data. 
NGRID = 1 implies the grid generation option will be executed. The user 
should see Chapter 2 for description of the input necessary for 
auto-grid generation. 
NPLTG Controls option of plotting of grid. The grid plot program produces 
a line printer plot of the nodal locations. Chapter 4 describes and 
shows an example of the output available through this option. 
NPLTG = 0 No plot is produced. 
NPLTG 
NAPPL 
1 Plot is produced. 
Controls the selection of the appropriate application program. 
Table 1.1 gives a summary of the application programs available. The 
user is referred to the appropriate section of Chapter 3 for descrip-
tion of the necessary input for each application program. 









This is a useful option for the user making a preliminary run of 
grid generation for determination of boundary nodes and locations 
of nodes for development of boundary value and/or initial value inputs 
required for the application programs. 
Summary of Application Programs 
Program 
No program executed 
Elasticity 
Heat transfer 
Ground water flow 
Torsion 












Controls option of plotting of results. The result plotting program 
produces line printer plots of pertinent variables. Chapter 5 
describes and shows an example of the output available through this 
option. 
0 No plots are produced. 
1 Plots are produced. 
Sample Main Control Parameter Card 
1, 2' ol 
would imply NGRID = 1, auto-grid generation to be executed; NPLTG = 1 grid will 
be plotted; NAPPL = 2 - application program 2; heat transfer, will be executed; 
NPLTR = 0 - results plotting will not be executed. 
1.5 SCHEMATIC OF DECK STRUCTURE FOR FEMPAC 
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1.6 ELEMENT DATA AND CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR ELEMENT DATA FOR THREE-NODE 
LINEAR TRIANGULAR ELEMENT. 
5 
The purpose of this section is to describe the element data and control 
parameters for element data for programs which use the three-node linear tri-
angular element. Description of element data for other element types will be 
given in the application programs where they are used. For all programs in this 
package, the element data establishes the element number, node numbers for the 
element, the material properties set for the element, and the coordinates of 
the nodes for each element making up the region under study. 
1.6.1 Element Data for Linear Triangular Element 
The element data for programs using linear triangular elements can either 
be input for each element by the user or can be generated through the 
automatic grid generation program. 
Element data for each element is input in the following order: 
(1) NE element number 
(2) ND three node numbers counterclockwise from first node. 
(3) MPSEL - material property set number for the element. 
(4) Xl, Yl, X2, Y2, X3, Y3 - X and Y coordinates counterclockwise from 
first node. 
Node numbers are input in order counterclockwise from an arbitrarily 
selected starting node. It is convenient to record which node is being 
used for the first node by using an asterisk (*) at that node. Nodal 
coordinates are also input following a counterclockwise pattern: Xl, Yl 
for starting node; X2, Y2 for next node counterclockwise on the element; 
X3, Y3 for the final node. When element side numbering is necessary, as 
in heat transfer application, the sides are numbered counterclockwise 
from the starting node with side one being the side between the starting 
node and the second node. 
-8-
The parameter MPSEL is used to select the appropriate set of material properties 










MPSEL Xl Yl X2 
1 0.0 0.0 3.0 
12 ( 8, 12) 
( 3) 
II ( I , I ) 
MPSEL Xl Yl X2 

















1.6.2 Control Parameters for Element Data 
Control parameters for element data for programs using linear triangular 
elements establishes the size of the problem and the number of material 
properties sets to be used. The element data control parameters for these 
cases include, by order of input: 
number of elements 
number of nodes 
NE 
NP 
NBW bandwidth* = maximum difference in node numbers within any 
element + 1. 
NMPSET number of material properties sets to be input 
If automatic grid generation is used, these parameters are input to the 
application program by the grid generation program. If the user inputs 
the element data, a card including the Control Parameters for Element 
Data must be input with the parameters listed above. 
Sample bandwidth determination 
4 
Bandwidth (5-2) + 1 4 
2 
1.7 MATERIAL PROPERTIES TABLES 
A common procedure has been established for input of material properties for all 
application programs in this package. A table of sets of material properties is 
established and stored. Material properties for a region or for an element are 
then selected by referring to the set number of the desired set of material 
properties. Table 1.2 shows what properties are included in a material properties 
sets for each application program. The table is sized for five parameters in 
each material properties set. Some applications do not require five parameters. 
Zero values must be used to specify the unused parameters in those material 
properties sets in application programs not requiring all five parameters. Up to 
twenty sets of material properties may be input. Each set must be input on a 
separate card. The number of material properties sets to be input is controlled 
by the parameter NMPSET which is input either through the automatic grid genera-
tion program or within the element data control parameters. Sets are numbered by 
order of their input, 
*Note this is bandwidth assuming one degree of freedom funknowW at a node. Applica-
tion programs automatically adjust bandwidth for number of unknowns at a node. 
-10-



















X - direction 
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Y - direction 
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Consider an example of input of two material properties sets for 2-D Heat Transfer. 
Set 1 Set 2 
KXX = 350.0 KXX 600.0 
KYY = 300.0 KYY 500.0 
H 0.1 H 0.5 
TINF 50.0 TINF 60.0 
The material properties input would appear as 
Set 2 ( 600.0, 500.0, 0. 50, 60.0, 0. 0 I 
Set 1 (350.0, 300.0, 0.1, 50.0, 0.0 l 
-12-
2. AUTOMATIC GRID GENERATION PROGRAM 
2.1 PURPOSE 
This program can be used to automatically generate element data for applica-
tion programs which use only the three-node linear triangular elements (see 
Table 1.1). Incorrect element data is one of the major sources of error when 
running finite element programs. Preparation of element data is time-consuming 
and tedious without the aid of a program such as this. 
This program is intended to help the finite element user by reduction of time 
and errors in element data preparation. The output of this program, element 
data (element numbers, node numbers, material properties index, nodal 
coordinates), is printed out, can be graphically displayed, is automatically 
stored for use by an application and plotting programs, and can be punched on 
cards.l 
This program is capable of generating up to 300 elements. 
2.2 INPUT REGION DESCRIPTION 
The input region for the program is the quadratic quadrilateral. This region 
is quite versatile; it can be used as rectangle, general quadrilateral, or as 
a triangle (see Fig. 2.1). Two sides of the quadrilateral are used to define 
one side of a triangular region. 
The eight nodes that define a region are numbered counterclockwise from an 
arbitrarily-selected corner node. The sides are also numbered counterclockwise 
from the same starting point. (It is convenient to mark the starting point with 
an*.) See Fig. 2.1 for sample regions. 









Fig. 2.1. Quadratic Quadrilateral for Grid Generation Input. 
l/Further information on grid generation and more details on program operation can 
be found in Segerlind, 1976. Applied Finite Element Analysis, John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., New York. 
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2.3 REGION CONNECTIVITY 
Generally modeling the body or domain requires several input quadrilateral 
regions connected to one another along one or more sides. Having common 
boundaries between two regions requires that certain information be provided to 
insure that the nodes on the common boundaries have the same numbers regard-
less of which region is being considered. This is done by inputting "connec-
tivity data." The connectivity data conveys to the computer how the regions 
are connected. 
The connectivity data for a single region consists of four numbers, one for each 
side. Each value is the number of the region connected to a particular side. 
The determination of the connectivity data is probably best illustrated through 
an example as in the region shown below. 
SlOE 3 







The region numbers, (1) through (3), and starting nodes have been assigned. There-
fore, the side number for each region is known. The connectivity data for the 
3-region body is as follows: 
Side 
Re ion 1 2 3 4 
(1) 2 3 0 0 
(2) 3 1 0 0 
(3) 0 1 2 0 
The first line of the data reads, side 1 of region 1 is connected to region 2, 
and side 2 of region 1 is connected to region 3. The zero indicates sides which 
are not connected to another region. 
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2.4 MATERIAL PROPERTIES SETS 
A material properties set consists of five numbers specifying the material 
properties needed for the application program to be used. Up to twenty material 
properties sets may be used. Each input region for grid generation is given one 
of the material properties sets. Unused numbers within a set should be input 
as zeros. Table 1.2 shows the material properties sets for each of the applica-
tion programs. Each application program write-up also discusses the material 
properties sets for its specific application. 
2.5. REGION DATA 
A region data card is read for each region. The information on the card includes 
the input region number (NRG), the material property set desired (MPS), the number 
of rows of nodes (NROWS) and columns of nodes (NCOL) desired and the 8 node numbers 
used to define the quadrilateral. Rows of nodes and columns of nodes are defined 
relative to the starting node as shown below: 
Columns t 
I I I II Co~~~ I 1~1 J 
Rows ~ 
The program will subdivide the region into (NROWS -l)*(NCOL-1)*2 
elements. For example, for NROWS=3 and NCOL=S, the region would be 
subdivided into 16 elements as shown below. 
Number of rows of nodes (NROWS) and columns of nodes (NCOL) are limited to a 
maximum of twelve for any one input region. Total number of elements generated 
for all input regions is limited to three hundred elements. 
-15-
Care must be taken in specifying row and columns so that continuity 
is maintained between regions, i.e., adjoining regions must have the 
same number of nodes on the common boundary. 
Legal Illegal 
Assume the region shown below was extracted from a body being 
discretized. The region data for the region is shown, assuming that 
a subdivision of 4 rows of nodes and 3 columns of nodes is desired. 
20 14 II 





Ul 1-< 0 
Ul Q) Q) c 
Q) '"0 ,..Cl 
'"0 0 E E bO 
c 0 c ;:l 0 c 
0 .j.J c c H •r-i 
.,.., rl Q) ~ ~.j.J 
bO .j.J Ul ~ ~ 0 Q) H 
Q) H co I 0 C"") '"0 ~ co p::: Q) s U) I 0 u .j.J 
I,..Cl I p.. ::.:: Ul .....:l Ul z u Ul 
~ 9 U) 0 0 ~ 0,_, ~ H ~ ~ u 0 zz p.. z u 
( 3, 1, 4, 3, 9' 10, 11, 14, 20, 19, 18, 
2.6 CONTROL PARAMETERS 
Control parameters read in the grid program consist of 1) the number of 
input regions to be used (INRG), number of boundary points for defining 
ul 
the region (INBP), number of material properties sets to be input (NMPSET), 
punch control option (IPCH=O no punch, =1 punch), and relabeling option 
control (RELABE=O relabel, = 1 no relabel). 
Sample Grid Parameter Card Ul 
.j.J 
Ul c 0 0 § .. ,.., z Ul 0 0 .j.J Z-M ZP.. Q) 
I bO I E-<UJ ~ Q) ;>, ~ J:Q 
c..?P::: p.. 1-< u;ri ::c <t: p::: 
.0'"0 ~ ~ u .....:l z~ z c p.. ~ H 0 HJ:Q ::8 H p::: ( 3' 16, 2' 0, 0 
2.7 General Flow Diagram for Grid Generation 
Read con_~rol parameters for numher ot 
input regions (INRG), number of 
boundary points (INBP), number of 
material property sets (NMPSET), punch 
control parameter (IPC!!), and relabel-
ing option (RELABE). 
Read J{ coordinates of boundary points 
in orde·;-by· which .tht>y have been 
numbert>d. (X(I), 1=1, INBP) 
Read '£.coordinates of boundary ;oints l 
in order hv which they have been 
numbered (Y(I), 1=1, INBP) 
__ l ____ -
Read in region con.'!_"ctivi~."· One 
card for each input region. T __ ______. 
Read in ~~te!~~o~~~sets. Should 
have NMPSET sets of properties with one 
set per card. 
f 
Repeat to (A) for pach of the 
"'lNRG input regions. 
~ 
-----. 
Input ~.&_io_n _ _d_ata (NRC, MPS, 
tlROWS, NCOL, NUN), region 
11umber witl1 its Pight bound~ry 
point numbers, material prop-
erty set number, and number of 
rows and celumns of elemPnts 
desired for subdivision. 
_T __ _ 






Element data is output to printer 
and stored on tape for later use 






2.8 SUMMARY OF INPUT AND ORDER OF INPUT 
/ MAIN PARAMETER CARD - NGRID, NPLTG, NAPPL, NPLTR I J7~-~·-:-;-,,---;;:-;:r-:-,.-,-.,---:_--~.:--;;-.~,...-rJ_:-,.-.~-,;-;-,,--:;-,-... -,,;-:--~-, -~ ,.,.,----:-:-;F~.~--~·~ r- •· ·' 
2.9 DEFINITION AND LIMITS FOR INPUT VARIABLES 
INBP total number of boundary nodes 
< 100 
INRG total number of input regions to be subdivided 
< 20 
IPCH = control 
IF IPCH 




punch output given 
JT = array of connectivity data 
= JT(INRG,4) 
JT(A,B) Side number 
1 2 3 
1 X 
Region 2 





Side B of region number A is connected to region number X. 









MTPROP Material properties arranged by sets of five values 
< 20 sets (see material properties description Section 1.7). 
MPS Material properties set number corresponding to a particular region 
NCOL 
NDN(I) 
Number of columns of nodes for subdivision 
< 12 
8 node numbers used to define an input region, I 






= Number rows of nodes for subdivision 
< 12 
Control parameter for relabel for minimum bandwidth 
IF RELABE 1 the nodes are not relabeled 
0 the nodes are relabeled 
XP,YP The global coordinators of input boundary nodes 
2.10 SAMPLE PROBLEH 
1 to 8 
The region shown in Fig. 2.2(a) is to be discretized (divided into elements) 
using automatic grid generation. Figure 2.2(b) shows the body divided into 
three quadratic quadrilaterals for input to the grid program. Each boundary 
node has been numbered and the starting node for each element has been designated. 
Only grid generation is desired for this problem. Figure 2.3 shows the input 
used for this problem. It is assumed that regions (1) and (3) are to be divi-
ded into 3 rows and 2 columns of nodes, and that region (2) is to be divided into 
3 rows and 3 columns of nodes. 
Output of the grid generation program is shown in Figure 2.4 followed by a sketch 
of the discretized region, Figure 2.5. 








(0,2) ._17~ __ _.1_6 __ -.~14 ____ ~13 ____ -1lll 
18 15 
(I) (2) 
2 3 * 4 
(0,0) (1,0) (2,0) (3,0) (4,0) 
(b) 






2.4 Output for Gr~d Gcncrat~on Exa~?lc 
GRID GENERATION EXAMPLE 
THE GRID WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED 
GLOBAL COORDINATES 





















































































MT PROP 4 HAT PROP 
0 0 
INPUT REGION NODE NO. 
3 15 14 
5 12 11 








ELEMENT DATA, REGION MAT. PROP. SET • 
NEL NODE NUMBERS X(l) Y(l) X(2) Y(2) X(3) Y( 3) 
1 2 4 3 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 1.0000 2.0000 2.0000 
2 2 3 1 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 2.0000 0 2.0000 
3 5 6 2 0 0 2.0000 0 1.0000 1.0000 
4 6 4 2 2.0000 0 2.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
ELEMENT DATA, REGION HAT. PROP. SET ~ 
NEL NODE NUMBEKS X(l) Y(l) X ( 2) Y(2) X(3) Y(3) 
5 4 8 7 2.0000 1.0000 3.onoo 1.0000 3.0000 2.0000 
6 4 7 3 2.0000 1.0000 3.0000 2.0000 2.0000 2.0000 
7 8 11 10 3.0000 1.0000 4.0000 1 .0000 4.0000 2.0000 
8 8 10 7 3.0000 1.0000 4.0000 2.0000 ).0000 2.0000 
9 6 9 8 2.0000 0 3.0000 0 3.0000 1.oooo 
10 6 8 4 2.0000 0 3.0000 1.0000 2.0000 l. 0000 
11 9 12 11 ).0000 0 4.0000 0 4.0000 1.0000 
12 9 11 8 ).0000 0 4.0000 1.0000 ).0000 1.0000 
ELEMENT DATA, REGION HAT. PROP. SET • 
NEL NODE NUMBERS X(l) Y(l) X (2) Y(2) X(3) Y(3) 
13 11 14 13 4.0000 1.0000 5.5000 .5000 5.cooo 1.0ooo 
14 11 13 Io 4.0000 1.0000 5.0000 1.0000 4.0000 2.0000 
15 12 1~ 14 4.0000 0 6.0000 0 5.5000 .5000 
16 12 14 11 4.0000 0 5.5000 .5000 4.1)000 1.0000 
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS = NE • 16 
NUMBER OF NODES • NP • 15 
BAND\ll nTH • NRI/ • 
Fig. 2.5 Discretized Region from Grid Generation 
5 15 
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3. APPLICATION PROGRAMS 
3.1 TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELASTICITY 
3.1.1 Introduction 
This program can be used to analyze two-dimensional bodies subjected to 
boundary forces and/or displacements. The user must specify if the 
problem under consideration is a plane stress case or a plane strain case. 
The program uses simple linear triangular elements only. Automatic grid 
generation can be used with the program. Thermal stresses may be included 
by inputting temperature values for the elements. 
3.1.2 Material Properties Description 







- Elastic Modulus 
-Poisson's ratio 
Coefficient of thermal expansion 
- Initial steady-state, temperature for body 
- Thickness of the element, must equal 1.0 for plane stress case 
Any compatible set of units may be used. Up to twenty sets of material 
properties may be input. 
3.1.3 Control Parameters for Two-Dimensional Elasticity 
Control parameters read in during the application program section for 2-D 
elasticity are 
1) Control for problem type (ITYPE) 
ITYPE 0 plane stress 
= 1 - plane strain 
2) Control parameter for input of element temperatures (ITEMP) 
ITEMP 0 no temperature input 
= 1 - temperature input for each element. See Section 3.1.4. 
3.1.4 Element Temperatures 
Average temperature for each element may be input for calculation of thermal 
stresses. This requires specifying the control parameter ITEMP = 1 and 
input the average element temperatures ordered by element number. The 
temperature difference between the initial steady-state temperature (TEMP) 
and the average element temperature is used to calculate the thermal stress. 
3.1.5 Vector Components 
Two-dimensional elasticity is complicated by having a vector unknown, 
displacement. For both the plane strain and plane stress cases the displace-
ment is expressed as the sum of the component in the X and Y coordinate 
directions. The figures below demonstrate how the components at each node 
are expressed. At each node two degrees of freedom (global degrees of 
freedom) are used. They are two times the node number for the Y-component 




Input of force values and known nodal displacements are also keyed to the 
appropriate global degree of freedom. 
3.1.6 Boundary Values 
Boundary conditions are input in two sections. The first is nodal forces. 
The second is known displacements. Both are input by the global degrees 
of freedom at each node and the value of the vector component parallel to 
the direction of that degree of freedom. 1 Each card must have six sets 
consisting of global degree of freedom and associated values. If a complete 
card is not needed, the remaining sets are specified with zero values. If 
an even multiple of 6 sets occurs or no values are to be input, a card with 
6 sets of zeros (12 zeros) must follow to terminate that section of data 
input. 
For the simple region shown below 
y 
X 
the nodal forces would be 
6, -300.0, 5, 500.0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0.0 
1 Global degrees of freedom at each 
when automatic grid generation is used. 
may be necessary to determine nodes for 
node refers to nodes after grid 





and the known nodal values (displacements). 
c:: 1, 0.0, 2, 0.0, 4, 0.0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0.0 
Note sign convention has been established such that forces and displacements 
in the positive coordinate direction are assumed positive. Those in the 
opposite direction are assumed negative. 
3.1.7 Input Description 
Table 3.1.1 shows the inputs required for two possible cases using 2-D 
elasticity. The first, auto-grid case, assumes the use of the automatic 
grid generation program. The second, non-auto-grid case, assumes the user 
will input the element data from cards. 
3.1.8 Sample Problem 
The body for a sample plane stresses problem is shown in Fig. 3.1.1. The 
body is a thin plate fixed at one end and subjected to a pressure force 
along a portion of the top side. Fig. 3.1.2 shows the region subdivided 
for automatic grid generation. Fig. 3.1.3 shows the input using automatic 
grid generation for the problem. Figure 3.1.4 shows the grid generation 
by the program. Figure 3.1.5 shows the output of the program. 
Figure 3.1.6 shows the input for the same grid as shown in Figure 3.1.4 
but not using automatic grid generation. 
Figure 3.1.1 Example Problem 2-D Elasticity-Plane Stress 

















See Sect ion l. 4 
for this case 
NGRID 1 
NPLTG 0 or 
NAPPL 1 





Table 3.1.1 Program Input for 2-D ElJsticitv 
up to 80 alpha-numeril charactt?r.S 
for identification of prr 1 hl~r:: 
~din Pdrarn~ter (:ard 
for this case ~GRiq 
~.;PLTi, () 0r 
~APPf. 
~;PLTR 0 or 
Curtr.·l Parameters fur Fler::ent Datal - hv 
Generation Input Data 
order :"~ input. 
includes material properties set~ -
See Section 3.1. 2 
~;E - nt1mbe1· 0f 0l~me!1ts 
~p - number c·f nodt.>S 
~:Bh - handwidt:l 2S~tJmill~ 
~~~PSE1 sets; .see 
3.1.2 for Jeh(ription 
for t.J.·~h eler'lt::nt, bv order 
::r - t•lt.rr.o:.:nl number 
~:n- 3 lh_lde I'ttr:ibe:~ .-,lu;ttt._·r ... ~lock\o.•ise fr,)I7l 
1st l1oldt:-
~fPSEL - rr.atl>ria t pr.lpt:rt i~ ~~ svl nunh,.'r 
thL• el(•ment 
Xl,Yl,X2,Y'2,X3,Y3- X 211-~ Y coordinates 
countC'rcJ .. ckt-.'i._,t> fr,,r. ::irst node. 
( Control Parameters f,,r Aoplicationj s~e Secticn 1.1.3 
ITYPE 0 plane stress 
- 1 plane strdin 
ITE~fP n no te:"'1pt•rature input 
- 1 elen~ent ter!ferature tC' he lnp~lt 
1 ·· I (Average Element Temperature 1 - read onlv if ITE~fP = 1, <1''Cro:.i~!t> 
temperature for each clement in nrd~r hv e1enent nu~ht•r. 
r 
r Nodal Forces 1- read sets of glLJbal rlegret.' 0~- freedllT:1 associated 
with force and value, witl1 h sets per carJ - terminate wit!· 
global d.n.f. = 0, valut> = r1.n for r~maindcr nf t·ard. See 
Sertions 1.1.5 and A. 
r • • • ~ 1 
(specified ~odal \'alues 1- re.:1d.s sets of gl0bal degrt::e of freedom 
associated with displacement and value of dispJ.1,.t:;TJent .,.rith 
6 sets per card- terminate with global G.u.f. = 0, value= 0.0 
for remainder of card. See Sections 3.1.5 and n. 
Fig. 3.1.2 
Fig. 3.1. 3 
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Regions for Auto-Grid Generation 
7 
8 12 
(I) 4 (2) II 
2 3 9 10 
Sample Input with Auto-Grid Generation 
tB,o.o, 0,0.0, 0,0.0, 0,0.0, o,o.o 
Material Properties Sets 
.. - ,;r.-:-_· 7---~;-:~- ~: ~.:,-;:;;~--.., '~~ '~ 
I c J: .o'. ·"I. ~ . t '' •. 
a a o u u ~ o o' c n·GiHli~a o oorarc:; '''I" fiTlGi:T~o-o~;m'; r' o13 a l:rr,-¥'irl"("u-cliOjJ o c o;;·ao•ro;;y::-:tc;] 
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ::; : +;; ~~;; ;l;'; +; ;·;r;;; ~~11 ~';ji ~~~-:!, ·;; · 1 ~··;·:· •
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·r; 1!rl ~-111'; :·; ~;·~ ·; ,~1 ~ ;·1~ 1 ;~; 11,·;; ;!11 ;·~: 1 z 2 2 2 2 2 = 2 2 2 2j12 2 ~ 2 2 I. 2112 2 ~!2: 2 .{.22 2 ;.-' 2 2 7 2 2 2 ~: 2 2 2:2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2;2 22:::2 2'21112 2 2 21:7! 2 2; 2 21212 2: 
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3.1.5 Output for Elasticity Example with Grid Generation 
2-D ELASTICITY (PLANE STRESS) SAMPLE PROBLEM WITH GRID GENERATION 
THE GRID WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED 
APPLICATION PROGRAM STRESS ANALYSIS WILL BE SOLVElJ 
GLOBAL COORDINATES 













































































!'cAT PROP '!AT PROP 
TE~P T 
[J o2SOOE+01 
INPl'"!: KEG ION NODE ~Oo 
5 6 
10 i1 12 13 
'~ 
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ELEMENT DATA, REGION MAT. PROP. SET • 
NEL NODE NU'IBERS X(l) Y(l) X(Z) 
1 2 4 3 0 2.6667 2.0000 
2 2 3 1 0 2.6667 2.0000 
3 4 7 6 2.0000 2.2222 4.0000 
4 4 6 3 2.0000 2.2222 4.0000 
s 7 11 10 4.0000 1.7778 6.0000 
6 7 10 6 4.0000 !.7778 6.1)000 
7 s 8 4 0 !. 3333 2.0000 
8 5 4 2 0 1. 3333 2.0000 
9 8 12 7 2.0000 !. 1111 4.0000 
10 8 7 4 2.0000 1.1111 4.0000 
11 12 15 11 4.0000 .8889 6.0000 
12 12 11 7 4.0000 .8889 6.0000 
13 9 13 8 0 0 2.0000 
14 9 8 s 0 0 2.0000 
15 13 17 12 2.0000 0 4.0000 
16 13 12 8 2.0000 0 4.0000 
17 17 19 15 4.0000 0 6.0000 
18 17 15 12 4.0000 0 6.0000 
ELEMENT DATA, REGION MAT. PROP. SET • 
NEL NODE NUHI\F.RS X( 1) y (1) X(2) 
19 11 16 14 6.0000 1.3333 6.6667 
20 11 14 10 6.0000 1.3333 6.66fo7 
21 16 21 18 6.6667 1.3333 7.3333 
22 16 18 14 6.6667 !. 3333 7.3333 
23 21 2S 22 7.3333 1. 3333 8.0000 
24 21 22 18 7.3333 !.3333 8.oooo 
25 15 20 16 6.0000 .6667 6.~667 
26 15 16 11 6.0000 .6667 6.6667 
27 20 24 21 6.6667 .6667 7.3333 
28 20 21 16 6.661>7 .1>667 7.3333 
29 24 27 25 7.3333 .6667 8.0000 
30 24 25 21 7.3333 .6667 R.OOOO 
31 1q 23 20 6.0000 0 6.6667 
32 19 20 15 6.0000 0 6.6667 
33 23 26 24 6.6667 0 7. 3 333 
34 23 24 20 6.6667 >) 7.3333 
35 26 28 27 7. 333"3 0 s.ooon 
36 26 27 24 7.3333 0 8.~000 
NlmBER OF ELE'IENTS • NE • 36 
















































3~ -.11667E+05 44 
0 
3 0 4 
9 0 10 
15 -.88486E-03 16 
21 -. 71078F.-03 22 
27 . 2 59 78E-02 28 
33 -.50472£-02 34 
39 -.36910F.-02 40 
45 -.68493£-02 4~ 
51 -.69783E-02 52 
Y(2) X(3) Y(3) 
2.2222 2.0000 3.3333 
1.3133 0 4.0000 
1.7778 4.0000 2. oo6 7 
2.6667 2.0000 3.3333 
!.3333 6.0000 2.0000 
2.0000 4.0000 2.6n67 
!.1111 2.0001) 2.2222 
2. 2 222 0 2. ~66 7 
.8889 4.0000 1. 7778 
1. 777R 2.0000 2.2222 
.6667 6.0000 1.3333 
!.3333 4.0000 1. 7778 
0 2.0000 !. 1111 
1.1111 0 1. 3333 
0 4.0000 .8889 
.8889 2.0000 !.llll 
0 6.0000 .6667 
.6667 4.0000 .8889 
Y( 2) X (3) Y(3) 
1.3333 6.~667 2.0000 
2.0000 6.0000 2.0000 
1.3333 7. 3 333 2.0000 
2.0000 6.6667 2.0000 
1.3333 8.1)000 2.0000 
2.0000 7.1333 2.0000 
.6667 6.6667 1.3333 
1.1J33 6.0000 1.3333 
.6667 7.3333 1.3331 
1. 3333 6.6667 !. 3 331 
.6667 8.0000 1.3333 
1.3331 7.3311 1. 3333 
0 6. f,fofo7 .66n7 
.'>667 A.nooo .6667 
0 7.3333 .6n67 
.6667 6.6667 .6667 
f) ~.flOO'l .6667 
.6667 7.3311 .6667 
-.5R131F.+04 
0 0 10 0 
0 5 .19287E-02 6 -.22636E-02 
0 11 .29784E-02 12 -.75620E-02 
-.21883E-02 17 0 18 0 
-.16278E-01 23 -.21960E-02 24 -.76640F.-02 
-. 20011 E-01 29 -. 35855F.-02 30 -.16320E-01 
-.i8803E-02 35 .27642E-02 36 -.23543£-01 
-.19778E-01 41 -.53880£-03 42 -.23352E-Ol 
-.19Rl9E-Ol 47 -. 3 7280E-02 48 -. 232'>6E-01 
-.23~50E-n1 53 -.37235E-02 54 -. 26609E-01 
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ELEMENT STRAINS AND STRESSES 
ANGLE 
ELEMENT EXX EYY CXY sxx SYY TXY 51 52 TMAX (DECREES) 
1 .5892E-Q3 
-.1110E-03 • 3054E-04 .l198E+05 • 77 SOE+03 .2443E+03 .ll98E+OS .7697E+03 .5607E+04 .1249E+01 
2 .9644E-03 0 -.1132E-02 .2057E+OS .Sl43E+04 -.9055E+04 .2475E+OS .9626E+03 .1190E+OS -.2478E+02 
3 .5201E-03 -.1019E-04 .1264E-03 .l104E+05 . 2556E+04 .lOllE+04 .lll6E+OS .2437E+04 .4361E+04 .6704E+01 
4 .9000E-03 -.1110E-03 -.1561E-02 .1861E+OS . 2432E+04 -.1249E+OS .2540E+05 -.4357E+04 .1488E+OS -.2853E+02 
5 .388SE-03 -.l009E-03 -.6098E-OS • 7749E+04 -.8147E+02 -.4878E+02 • 7749E+04 -.8178E+02 .3916E+04 -.3569E+OO 
6 .5600E-03 -.1019E-04 -.1560£-02 .1189E+OS .2769E+04 -.1248E+OS .2062E+OS -.S957E+04 .1329E+OS -.3496E+02 
7 -.2861E-03 .4321E-04 .3175E-03 -.S873E+04 -.6041E+03 .2540E+04 .4209E+03 -.6898E+04 .3660E+04 .6802E+02 
8 .3392E-03 0 -.1070E-02 .7235E+04 .l809E+04 -.8561E+04 .l3SOE+OS -.4459E+04 .8981E+04 -. 3621E+02 
9 -.323BE-o3 .lZSOE-03 • 2623E-03 -.6240E+04 .9392E+03 • 2098E+04 .1507E+04 -. 6809E+04 .4158E+04 .748SE+02 
10 .2027E-03 .4321E-04 -.1290E-02 .45SSE+04 .2003E+04 -.1032E+05 .1368E+OS -. 7119E+04 .l040E+OS -.4148E+02 
11 -.2156E-Q3 .6367E-04 -.9085E-OS -.4261E+04 .2083E+03 -. 721i8E+02 .2095E+03 -.4262E+04 .2236E+04 -.8907E+02 
12 • 7899E-Q4 .l2SOE-03 
- .l349E-02 .2352E+04 .3087E+04 -.1079E+OS .l351E+05 -.8075E+04 .l079E+OS -.4598E+02 
13 -.1384E-02 .2581E-03 .4573E-03 -.2815E+OS -.1876E+04 • 3659E+04 -.l376E+04 -. 2865E+OS .1364E+05 .8222E+02 
14 -.4424E-03 0 -.1094E-02 -.9438E+04 -.2360E+04 -.8753E+04 .3543E+04 -.l534E+OS .9442E+04 -. 5601E+02 
15 -.1140E-02 .2433E-03 .50SOE-03 -.2301E+05 -.8880F.+03 .4040E+04 -.1732E+03 -.2373E+05 .1178E+05 .7997E+02 
16 
-.4672E-03 .2581E-03 -.1014E-02 -.8591E+04 .3014E+04 -.8114E+04 • 7187E+04 -.1276E+05 .9976E+04 -.6278E+02 
17 -.7304E-03 .1867E-03 .1 014E-03 -.1459E+OS . 8 7 5 7E+02 .8ll5E+03 .1323E+03 -.l463E+05 .7382E+04! .8684E+02 
18 -.3384E-03 .2433E-03 -.1094E-02 -.5921E+04 .3385E+04 -.8749E+04 . 8641 E+04 -.lll8E+05 .9909E+04 -.5900E+02 
19 .1396E-Q3 -.2559E-03 
-.5203E-03 .l614E+04 -.4 7i 4E+04 -.41~2E+04 .367RE+04 -.6778E+04 .5228E+04 -. 263RE+02 
20 .S840E-03 
-.l009E-03 -.llZOE-02 .ll92E+05 .9612E+03 -.8957E+04 .l694E+05 -.4059E+04 .l050E+05 -. 292 7E+02 
21 .1184£-03 
-.2871E-03 -.3123E-03 .9938E+03 -. 5494E+04 -.2498E+04 .1844!:+04 -.6345E+04 .4095E+04 -.l880E+02 
22 .2496£-03 
-. 2559E-03 -.4748£-03 • 3959E+04 -.412AE+04 -. 3798F.+04 .5464E+04 -.5632E+04 .554AE+04 -.2160E+02 
23 • 7590E-04 -.3052E-03 
-. 7l01E-04 -.8770E+01 -.6107E+04 -.5681E+03 .4370E+02 -. 6159E+04 .3102E+04 -.5277E+01 
24 .9841E-04 -.2871E-03 -.111~E-03 .5681E+03 -.5n01E+04 -.8930E+03 .694RE+03 -. 5727E+04 .3211E+04 -.8074E+Ol 
25 -.1583E-Q3 
-.9297E-04 
-.5769E-03 -.3874E+04 -. 282AE+04 -.4615E+04 .l294E+04 -. 7995E+04 . 4644E+04 -.4823E+02 
26 .l396E-03 .6367E-04 
-.1031E-02 .3319E+04 .2103E+04 -.8252£+04 • l 098E+05 -.5563E+04 .f\274£+04 -.4289E+02 
27 
-. 5539E-04 -.1438E-03 
-.4322E-03 -.l948E+04 -. 3362E+04 -. 3457£+04 .8735E+03 -.6l84E+04 .35291':+04 -.3922E+02 
28 .1184E-03 -.9297E-04 -.65n7E-03 .2029E+04 -.l352E+04 -.5254E+04 .5858E+04 -.5180E+04 .5519E+04 -. 3608E+02 
29 .6641£-0S 
-.1622E-03 -.1765E-03 
-. 7235E+01 -.3425£+04 -.1412E+04 -.i205E+03 -.4028E+04 .1954£+04 -. 2313E+02 
30 • 7590E-o4 
-.1438E-03 




-.I060E+05 -.1430£+04 -. 2590E+04 -. 7493E+03 -.ll28E+OS • 5264E+04 -. 7526E+02 
32 -.1583E-Q3 .1867E-03 
-.8031E-03 
-.2382E+04 .3139E+04 -.642SF.+04 • 7371E+04 -.6614E+04 .6993E+04 -.5662E+02 
33 -.1936£-03 
-.9025E-OS 
-. 2 705E-03 -.4177E+04 -.l22~E+04 -.2164E+04 -.8172E+02 -. 5320E+04 .2619E+04 -.6215E+02 
34 
-. 5539E-04 .6093E-04 
-.4786E-03 
-.8568E+03 . 1004 E+04 -.3829E+04 .4014£+04 -. 3866E+04 .3940E+04 -.5183E+02 
35 -.2932E-04 
-. 2932E-04 -.9772E-04 
-. 7818F.+03 -.7318£+1)3 -.78l~E+03 . 1408E-08 -.1564E+04 .7818E+03 .9000F.+02 
36 .6641E-05 
-.9025E-05 
-.1 540E-03 .9355E+02 -.l57iE+03 -.1232E+04 .1206E+04 -.l270E+04 .1238E+04 -.42lOE+02 
Fig. 3.1. 6 Input for Elasticity Example without Grid Generation 
18,0.0, o,o.o, 0,0.0, 0,0.0, 0,0.0 
1·, ·~~IIi .. 'l "!. 
2, 0. 0, J, 0. 0, 4, 0. 0, 9, 0. 0, 10, 0. 0 Specified Nodol Volues 
--::-~~·--:,·;- .. r.·-:-; ~--·.-: ::-:-:~~~~~~ 
28,-11666.?, )6,-11666.7, 
~------~--
:$ ! !< o;•<' ,- •)U._ . • 
Application Control Porometers 
------- -.--- -r-
. .• ··-. 'l • 













3.2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL HEAT TRANSFER 
3.2.1 Introduction 
This program calculates the temperature distribution in two-dimensional 
bodies subjected to either prescribed boundary temperatures or surface 
convections. The body may have internal heat sources or sinks. The 
program uses only simple linear triangular elements. Automatic grid 
generation can be used with this program. 
3.2.2 Material Properties Description 
The material property sets for this program include, in the following 
order, 
KXX - Thermal conductivity in the X-direction 
KYY - Thermal conductivity in the Y-direction 
H - Surface convection coefficient 
TINF - Fluid temperature at a distance from the convection surfaces 
1 Dummy Variable - = 0.0. 
Any compatible set of units may be used. Up to twenty sets of material 
properties may be input. 
3.2.3 Convection Data 
Data establishing sides of elements that are surfaces with convection may 
be input. The element number and the number of the side or sides having 
convection must be input for each element which has surface convection. 
Sides are numbered 1, 2, and 3, counterclockwise from the first input node 
for the element. 
A maximum of two sides may have convection, therefore, the data is input 
as: 
1 1st "d f · 2nd "d f t" e ement no., s1 e or convect1on, s1 e or convec 10n 
If only one side has convection, a zero value is entered in the second 
side for convection location. 
Assuming that element 5 shown below has surface convection on side 2 and 
side 3, 
SIDE 3 
9 cr-----o II 
( 5) 





the convection data appears as 
(5, 2, 3/ 
This data set must be terminated with a card with element number and 
side numbers equal to zero, i.e., 
(o, o, oj 
IF NO CONVECTION OCCURS for the problem, a card with zero values, 
C:o, 0, 0 j must be input for the convection data. 
Convection data must be ordered by element numbers. 
3.2.4 Boundary Values 
Boundary conditions are input in two sections. First, the nodal forces 
which in this case would be line heat sources of sinks (heated added 
considered positive). Second, specified nodal values which would be known 
nodal temperatures. 
Nodal forces and nodal values are both input in sets of node number and 
associate value with six sets per card.l If a complete card is not needed, 
the remaining sets should be specified with zero values. If an even 
multiple of 6 sets occurs or no values are to be input, a card with 6 sets 
of zero values (12 zeros) must follow to terminate that section of input 
data. 
Consider the following example if the temperature at node 5, 7, 9, 12, and 
14 were all known to be 80.0 degrees, the specified nodal values would 
read 
5, 80. 0, 7, 80. 0, 9, 80. 0, 12, 80. 0, 14, 80. 0, 0, 0. 0 
3.2.5 Input Description 
Table 3.2.1 shows the inputs required for the two possible cases using 
2-D Heat Transfer. The first case, auto-grid case, assumes use of the 
automatic grid generation program. The second case, non-auto-grid case, 
assumes the user will input the element data from cards. The element data 
must be ordered by element number for this program. 
liA preliminary run of the auto-grid generation may be necessary to determine 
nodes for boundary conditions. 
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Table 3.2.1 Program Input for 2-D Heat Transfer 
Auto-grid case: Non-autLl-grid case: 
t.._·r;mmon) 
(Title Card! - up to 80 alpha-numeric characters 
for identification of problem 
r------------------------- or 
Parameter Card 
See Section 1.4 
for this case 
NGRID 1 
~PLTl. 0 or 
NAPPL 
NPLTR il or 
.. 
Generation Data 
Parameter Card See Section 1.4 
for this case r;GRID 0 
NPLTC. 0 or 
MPPL 2 
NPLTR 0 or 
Control Parameters for Element Data by 
order of input 
includes material properties 
sets- see Section 3.2.2 
~E - number of elenents 
NP - number of nodes 
>;BW - bandwidth 
- ele~ent no., sides for 
~~SET - number of material properties sets 
Properties Sets NMPSET sets, see 
3.2.2 for description 
for each element, by order 
of input, see Section 1.6. 
NEL- element number 
~D - node numbers counterclockwise from 
first node 
~SEL - material properties set number 
for the element 
Xl,Yl,X2,Y2,X3,Y3 - X andY coordinates 
counterclockwise from first node 
- values for a source of sink by node -
read in sets of (node number, value) with 6 sets 
per card. Terminate with norle no. = 0 and 
value = 0.0 for remainder of card. See Section 3.2.4. 
- values for known temperatures 
n sets of (node number, value) with 6 
sets per card. Terminate with node no. = 0 and value • 
0.0 for remainder of card. See Section 3.2.4. 
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3.2.6 Sample Problem 
The body shown in Figure 3.2.1 has three sides exposed to air for convec-
tion and the curved surface at a constant temperature of 200°. Due to 
symmetry only half of the body will be subdivided for study. Figure 3.2.2 
shows the region for automatic grid generation. Figure 3.2.3 shows the in-
put using automatic grid generation for the problem. Figure 3.2.4 shows 
the grid generated for the problem. Figure 3.2.5 shows the output of the 
problem. 
Figure 3.2.6 shows the input for the same grid as shown in Figure 3.2.4 
but not using automatic grid generation. 
Fig. 3.2.1 Sample Problem for 
Heat Transfer 
Fig. 3.2.2 Region for Automatic Grid 
Generation 8 
( 0.0, 1.0) 
7 6 
( I ) 
5 
k XX: 2. 5 
kyy=2.5 
H= 
TINF = 70.0 
(3.0,5.0) 
4 




Fig. 3.2.3 Input for Heat Transfer Example with Grid Generation 
/~·0.~ f, 2:200.0, .-.,4:~00.0, 7,200.0, 
I 4, 2, o 
f_I_~--;.~--~--- .-- ... '"jo_ .. ,._ 
Convection Data 
_r --~---
11,200.0, o,o.o ~ 
... ·~~--.~~~ 
Nodal Forces 
. ~ :;: . -O,~f;:. 






~· . ~ 






z ~ 0 
~ ~ ~ 
~ 0 = 
-
t-~~~~1~-·~1-,-~5·~·5i.'~1~·~~2,_J_,~4~,~5~·-6~,~7~·~8~~~----R~e-gi~o_n __ o_al_o----------~~ L ~.5. 2.5. 0.07. ?0.0, .~ ... 0 Moler,ol Properlies Sels 
!..:: 1, 0 ' 0 ' 0 • 0 Connectiv,ty Do to 
0.5826, o.o, 1.75, 5.0, s.o. 5.0, 2.5 Y- Coordinoles 
-;;--.r-c·;,: -_-,-~--. v .. ' 
:I' , I I' I;' • I 
: ,· ( : ~ L : ~ : ~ -








3.2.5 Output for Heat Transfer Example with Grid Generation 
HEAT TRANSFER SAMPLE PROBLEM WITH GRID GENERATION 
APPLICATION PROGRAM HEAT TRANSFER WILL ~E SOLVED 
GLOBAL COORDINATES 



































REG In~ ROllS COLS SET 
'lODE NU'1RERS 
OF SIJRDIVI OED REG ION 
25 24 22 19 I 5 
23 21 18 14 10 
20 17 13 9 6 
16 12 3 
II 7 4 I 
ELEMENT DATA, REGION '1AT. PROP. SET • 
NEI. NOD[ ~U'!RE RS ~ (I) Y( 1) 
I 23 21 24 0 l.~c5o 
2 21 24 25 0 :l.h250 
3 21 18 22 .8438 3. 53 i 1 
4 21 22 24 .~438 3. 5 311 
~\AT PROP 4 
TI~F 
0 JonoE+O:' 
!~PUT kEGTO~ SODE ~n. 
X (2) y ( 2) X( l) Y(3) 
• 84 JA 3 0 5311 . 7500 5.0000 
.7'00 5.0000 () 5.0000 
1 . "2 50 3.426g 1. 'i(;OQ 5.0000 
I. 5000 ) oOOOO .7500 5.0000 
.. 
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) ~~ 14 !Y !.~DO J.t..LbiJ L. J• j~ J.JU4 ~.~)UL! ).UUUU 
6 18 19 22 I .6250 3.4264 ~.?)00 5.1)r'qyl l. 1000 5 .f)()n:J 
7 14 10 IS 2.3438 3.3124 3. (>:)()0 l.i~75 3.()0()0 5, r~G: ,r1 
8 14 IS 19 2.3438 3.3124 ) .():J(J(l S.il(JUO 2.2500 '•. ~(,~0 
9 20 17 21 0 ~.5()()() . g 3 "7) 2.5:~l5 .il4 3A ~-"' ql 
10 20 21 23 0 2.~000 • 8::. ·~ ,q 3 • .. ) 3 I l () J .h2)~) 
II 17 13 I~ .9375 2.3415 ! . 7 SOtJ 2 0 1 ~~ 1 I. 6 250 L47hq 
12 17 18 21 .9375 2.3435 ; .,2 )I) 3.42f.9 .843& 3. ') l i l 
l3 1 3 9 14 l. 7 500 2 .1 hb 3 2. !. 17 5 1 . 96~ 5 2. l4 3R 1.) l. 2 ~ 
14 13 14 18 1.7500 2.1663 2. ]!, )A 3. 1 i ::~ l .fo c'in ) .l. ~, ~~ 
15 9 6 10 ~.4175 l.91i85 1 ,!)1]00 i . 7 ) 1)0 :~ J',l'!0,1 1.iR75 
16 9 10 14 2.4175 1 .G6?5 3. 'l~'Jf) 3. 1 ~ 7-. 2.1/.lS L ":i.:4 
17 ~~ 12 1 7 (I I .62)0 i . n J i 1 1 .417 i • 'J 3 7 5 2. 3 4 l) 
18 16 I 7 20 n I.~ 250 .T37~ 2.1~3) -1 ~.Snr~r: 
19 1 2 R l1 1.0313 1.:. 3 7 i l.B7'iC 1.2PC' 1.750() : 0 if) f., 1 
20 I 2 13 17 l. f) 3\ 3 i . 4 371 i. 1 '>00 ~. 1 r,,r, 3 .917S :. J~ ]) 
21 8 s 9 1 .8 75(1 1. 2182 2.'113 .9~H1 2.4.l75 i. 9f:~,.-) 
22 8 9 13 I.-~ 7 '>() 1 . 2182 2.4J75 I . o.;R 'i 1 . 7 )r ' 2. 1 '·~ 3 
23 s 3 6 2. 'i 311 .96H1 3.0000 . "'.9 7 s ),1)()-'J~ l • 7 =,\10 
24 'i 6 9 2. <; 3 i 3 .96R) 1.non1 l./'-.()'1 2 . '~ 17 ') l . Q~~ l 
25 11 7 12 0 1.0000 1.1250 • Mi. i q 1 . 0 1['\ ; .· .. }-1 
26 11 12 16 0 1.000(\ I. 0 313 1 .4371 n ; • f: :' l{l 
27 7 4 8 1.12)0 .Hil9 2 .ni)()•} • rl~'":.f, 1 .1-17 )[) \. c; ><J 
2R 7 12 l.i2':0 . ~ 119 J.. (. 7 )') l . ~] '")~ l.fJJi! '.- ; 
29 ) ~.onon .SH26 2.f-1:!5n . J 119 2. 5)' 3 • {l (, ~' 1 
lC R 2 .onon .SH2~ ' . ) j i 1 • 91-...l..o, 1 
1 - ;.1_ i ~ ., 1. :· L "< 
ll 3 ~.•2">0 . 3119 ] .•lt)Q() 3 .(\\)0() -~.,::.. 
32 0 ,"-,~)() . 11) 9 ~ _ nooo ., .;; .., ' :- '•li l _c,f:i] 
SUMHEK OF FLE'IFN'i'S 
-
~E 32 
)il"~~EK (lf ~nOE' ~ ·~ p 
-
2'; 
BA.~JJ\Illln = NH\1 . 
" CONVECT! l'l FRO'\ :;rnE 2 (1~ FL~'q 'iT l 
coto.:.,.'r.c-rrnN FR(l~ ~; : 'JF. ,)f El.L'"IF"ST 
CONHCT!"~ FRO'\ SIOE OF ELE'lENT 
CONV~r;TIO~~ FK:J~l SIIlE 2 OF EI.E:1E~T 
Cot.VEl'T!ON l'KO'l SIDE 2 OF ELE:-IF~T 
CONVECTIO~ FRO'I S I DF. 2 l)b' F.LE'IF.~T I 5 
CONVcCTirJ~i FR0'~ SlllF. 0F ELF'IF.~T 23 
CO~VECTIC'Il FRO'' SIDE 0 OF ELEHE~T 31 
Ror;~DARY VAlUES 
SODA!. FOR(F.S 
PRESCRIRED 'IODA! VALI'ES 
I .2QOOOE+03 .20000E+03 11 
l'ODAl. VALUES 
1 . 2000QE• 0 3 . :oooo£+':13 .19597F.+'l1 . c 01'•]0 F+O 1 .1056i ~+()1. li . i f'901E+03 
7 • 20000E+O 3 .I9568E+n3 9 .18943E+'J3 11 .i 0 127f..-01 1i . ~'1{\'':'f+[IJ 12 .I 95 75E+01 
13 .189QIE+D3 14 .182 54E+01 IS .I 7438E+Q3 lh .1953f.E+01 17 .19'1i~f+03 18 .IR314E+'J1 




F.LE~ENT r.RA;JIX) r.l\Ail! Y' A'.'E TF.'IP 
l -.39042£+00 -. 3757'lE+Ol . 1~227EHI) 
2 -.3RB03E+OO -.375H3HOI .lROSI,F.+Q) 
3 -.12292F.+/JI -.37666F+Q1 . iqi~OEHJ3 
4 -.11~30£+(11 -. 3S050E+•J 1 .1 Qn[]f+l)) 
-. 19H'i9E+11 -. )1S03E+C•I • 16t11H F.+O ~ 
6 -.IR881iH01 -.38190[Vl\ .l7'l~~E+03 
7 -. 2~1i2~E+01 -·''02 1 f+OI .1 IY/~f]F+O~ 
8 -.21i275E+Oi -. 381 59Hfll .1777H+0
1 
9 -.49315E+OO -.51J52E+OI .l~~n3f+03 
10 -.539551';+00 -. soq 7~F.+'Jl . : ?6''CF.+01 
11 -.:~,~7£+01 -.)llih2f+~·1 • :o'37E+03 
i 2 -.1421)£+01 -.-:,::1R':1E+'Jl .l C, ~.·;)F+C') 
13 ~. ~ 2 i H 2 ~·+o 1 -. 527f>9E+'1l • ,B729F+03 
!4 -.~22)9£+01 -.5~739l::+Ol .1P5l3E+03 
15 -.: >l4 6RF+01 -. ') 37 7i f-+t\1 . i ~li'S 7F+03 
16 -.29510E+Ol -. 51281 F+OI .]~441,+03 
I 7 -. '3'32E+!JO -.r,z.;:.&E+Ji .l(!~7~·E+03 
18 -. 68892E+•):J -.~1~7;E+GI .l~1 ll7F+03 
19 -.1 7205£+(\] -.63i40E.,.OI . 1 g 3 7 8 f.+\1 3 
20 ··. i ~908E+OI -.li343~E+'ll . i9194E-t-1]1 
21 -. 255l4E+Ol -.64206[+•]1 .193'i7E+01 
22 -.25480E+OI -.6423iE+fll .19167£+03 
23 -. 3!668E+Ol -.6'i557f+OI .1QJ)3E+03 
24 -. 3278nE+OI -.~4RnE+ol .l'ii35E+O'l 
2'i -. c1~'>7E+cl -.6'1715f+Ol . i g~)8f+f1) 
26 -.95R99E+GO -. 74t·IIE+01 .l"70lF.+03 
27 -.1 R782E+OI -. 71656E+·'J1 . 1gH'i6E+03 
28 -.I 9209F.+Ol -. iOP.~7E+OI .l9714E+03 
29 -.10R70f+OI -.712H7£+01 .!O~)',f.+03 
30 -.Z912'>E+OI -. 7J(,90E+Ol . 197l"F.+03 
31 -.48~0IE+01 -. )8664E+Ql .19B~'>C+01 
32 -. 35497E+OI -. 71948E+OI . i9719F+03 
Fig. 3.2.6 Input for Heat Transfer Without Grid Generation 
1-J.· _o! _0 
-,., ---- --· -- -~-- .-~ 
- ; .... :;,•; ;< • ''• 'J .• .,., i' 
f.2~2,_0 











1 2, 2,_o ~onvecti_or Data 






~ I ELEMENT D~T~ C.~I/S FOR ~}E:~NT ~l'!o'BER3 J THROUGH .J~ 
w 
" 
c ].6250. • 7 5()0 .5.0000 0 5 ,.90.99 
/-}-P 2_1 24 o 3.6?.so ._84)8 J ._5}11 
j 2:5·-~·5· g.o?,_.J_<>:o, ;.o Ma~er~<JI Properties Sets 
Dote 
Mom 
. _.HE~. SAII.PLE. I'RQJllDLWIT.HO.!JT GRID _,_:;;;;-n;.":~Q:J 
:.____~_ ·....2___-;_~--- ....:__ .:.· •. ~. -~ -: .. :.·'-'- - - ___ :.:: _____ : : - ._ 
_Title Cord 
~ I ! ~ 1 ! 1 ; ' 1 ·, : ~ 0 ! I ' ~ • 
: '~- :t' ? ')., 
3'' 
;4 ', ; .c ; -~ ~ ..: \ 





3.3 GROUNDWATER FLOW 
3.3.1 Introduction 
This program can be used to analyze two-dimensional irrotational flow of 
ideal fluids which includes groundwater flow. The program description 
will be given in terms of the groundwater flow case. The program uses 
only simple linear triangular elements. Automatic grid generation can be 
used with this program. 
3.3.2 Material Properties Description 
The material property sets for this program include, in the following 
order, 
TXX - transmixxivity in the X direction 
TYY transmissivity in the y direction 
Dummy Variable 1 - = 0.0 
Dummy Variable 2 0.0 
Dummy Variable 3 0.0 
Any compatible set of units may be used. 
Up to twenty sets of material properties may be input. 
3.3.3 Seepage Input 
Values for seepage into or out of the region under study are input as 
nodal forces on the boundary nodes. The seepage along the side of the 
element is calculated and then 1/2 allotted to each node. Seepage into 
the region is considered positive. Consider the example below: 
Seepage Boundary __~ 
~-- I 
40 45 49 
(4) 
( 3) 
~- 100 m .I. 100 m ... 1 
Seepage for each element 









rate= 0.30 m3/day/m 
into region. 
The seepage values would be input as nodal forces at nodes 40, 45, and 49. 
• 
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3.3.4 Boundary Values 
Boundary conditions are input in two sections. First, the nodal forces 
which for the groundwater case would be nodal values for seepage and 
pumping (fluid added to region assumed positive). Second, specified 
nodal values, which would be known nodal potentials. 
Nodal forces and nodal values are both input by node number and associated 
value with six sets per card.!/ Each card must have 6 sets of node number 
and associated value. If a complete card is not needed, the remaining sets 
should be specified with zero values. If an even multiple of 6 sets occurs 
or no values are to be input, a card with 6 sets of zero values (12 zeros) 
must follow to terminate that section of input data. Nodal forces for the 
example shown in the previous section would appear as 
C4o, 15.o, 45, 30.0, 49, 15.0 0,0.0, 0,0.0, 0,0.0 
Consider the case where nodes 12, 15, 19, and 21 are known to have potential 
values of 100.0, 115.0, 115.0, and 114.0, respectively. 
The specified nodal values would appear as 
12, 100.0, 15, 115.0, 19, 115.0, 21, 114.0 0, 0.0, 0, 0.0 
3.3.5 Input Description 
Table 3.3.1 shows the inputs required for the two possible cases using this 
program. The first case, auto-grid case, assumes use of the automatic grid 
generation program. The second case, non-auto-grid case, assumes the user 
will input the element data from cards. 
3.3.6 Sample Problem 
Figure 3.3.1 shows a region for study. Water infiltrates into the region 
from a stream on two sides. Heads are known at a number of locations on 
the boundary of the region. Linear interpolation will be used to obtain 
nodal values on the sections of the boundary with given potentials. Figure 
3.3.2 shows the region divided for automatic grid generation. Figure 3.3.3 
shows the input using automatic grid generation. Figure 3.3.4 shows the 
grid generated. Figure 3.3.5 shows the output of the program. 
Figure 3.3.6 shows the input for the 
not using automatic grid generation. 
program. 
same grid as shown in Figure 3.3.4 but 
Figure 3.3.7 shows the output of the 
l/A 1· . f . 
- pre 1m1nary run o auto-gr1d generation may be necessary to determine nodes 
for boundary conditions. 
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Table 3.3.1 Program Input for Groundwat~r 
(Title Card I 
(common) 
ur tn 80 alphn-numeric character~ 
for identification of problem 
~-----------or---------------------, 
Parameter Card 
see Section 1 . .:0 
for this case 
NGRID 1 
~PLTG 0 or 
NAPPL 3 
~PLTR 0 or 
Parameter Card 
for this case 




~rLTR () or 1 
Control Parameters for Element Data - hy 
.. 
Generation Data 
includes material properties sets -
See Section 3.3.2. 
\•aluPs for 
pumping and 
read in set~ of 
0.0 
See Secti0n 3.3.~. 
values for knm.m 
potentials by node-read in sets of (nod~, 
number, values) with 6 sets per card. 
Terminate with Sode ~o. = 0, \'alue = O.rl for 
remainder of card. See Section 3.3.~. 
order of input. 
~~ - number of elements 
\"'P - number of nodes 
~B:\1 - t--andwid th 
S~SET - number of material properties sets 
Sets 
sets, see Secti1ln 3.3.1 fL1r 
description 
for edch element, ~y order 
s~e Section 1.6. 
~~EL- element numl·er 
~'"D - node nu[Tlbers counterclock· ... ·ise from 
first node 
~SEL - material properties set number for 
the element 
Xl,Yl,X~,Y2,XJ,Y3- X andY coordinate~ 
counterclocl:wit.e frcm firt:t node 























Txx =35 m3/DAY/m 2 





E 200 m 
F 200 m 




{ 2500, 0) 
Fig. 3.3.2 Region for Grid Generation 












{0,0). e ~ X 
-2 3 
{ 2500. 0) 
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Fig. 3.3.3 Input for Groundwater Problem with Grid Generation 
h , .. ~,,,2,~~~-~.L .-/~#},·.~o+.a.?,;'~""·~~~-.)~.1 ~:?r7- ,o 0.0 ""'~ 
1. _17,.1a~·?1,.H_,_~~,.~ ~-:L,~o*'· ,,.~~??:.~ , _s,..2oo.o . 36_.2oo. o " ... , 
/. ~~-??·.o•.;}?•:-.~o~.(),, ~:~/&-:.· o,o •. o~-...,.~M,,r.,~~= '"'"'·•'•l 
/, ~~.1~~~·.·'7~~~~~~! Ytr~8.~6.. .9~??~df,1~·0. 1.?8,0 '"·,,.,..," 
/, 4~44.7,4,- ,.4~~8~~1·"8·~~ 44~~~,t2_?·95' 11,,'}8 44 -·.·'···l 
j-,-L..-.y ... ~~.2 ..... 6. 4. 9 }O ... u_..._J2,~d~...-,.,.,.;..-"o; . 
'; ." .T-=-- ' ~ " 
};,?~-,oJ;-d0-:-?.1 ()._0~·"0 .. _~~.~:·,~;.,, ... .. _,Mott!riol ~~~r~!~~ ~~~~ 
/-:-b,-.~L,.OJ. ,O, --~--; ·· -,-:,: .. :£.- • 7 · ·,ccc;-ccc·:; ·--c; · . .,-... : -=·-:-c-·.-:-,. ,-.,.;;-;;c; ... c·: ·~, 
~~~-,~o!-~.9;- _ ..... ~. ,.,, .. . C:?ii!I~C!j~~g!_o ... ·'l" 
f.-:~~?5!~ . .?~~2!5-'-:-.]9000 ._~~~J~O·~L-~··.:;: :·--~ ~c:~·--;-c, .- .; 
L~ O;~·.,o.oY-R-'·o-L,_z.so.~o_. _!50_!l;~lio_o,gk-~.590.o, -~'~· ~o63 o 1 /,,--!-po ... 9,•- 8?,5._0_._~!1 ... ,Q..() ;·-...,-.· ,---,. ·. • ___ .--- _ ·r.- " 
/;. _o_:Q.._ .~?5?;-,oo" .2~o~, •. o .... ~~~.; .... 20n,._4_.~~o. ~·o..;~!:::.l9.l.0...6 
/..,..,.h~~~._Q__ , . _M~_n f'Q_ro~,~ter_, Car_d 
~~ .!f~!!!!__SAME_LE_ P}!~BL!':!I WITH GRI_f:!_Q_E_NERATION __ __Ii.tle_ Gaul 
~-t_., __ ._:._·~- :::...:_ ._-: _'l -___.:! ~·- .'.. - - - __ ... :J 
::: i ., '' \' 
~'I·) .. J-;::·~.-~--~"J~ 
... i 
l 4 ~ .:., .. ; : 4 : ~ : I ' ~ ~ J · ·~ 
: 




Fig. 3. 3. 4 Grid Generated 
Groundwater Example 






























3.3.5 Output for Groundwater Example 
GROUND WATER SAMPLE PROBLEM WITH GRID GENERATION 
THE GRID WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED 
APPLICATION PROGRAM GROUNDWATER FLO\/ WILL BE SOLVED 
GLOBAL COORDINATES 























REG ION ROllS 
NODE SUHBEKS 


































23 19 14 
18 13 9 
II 7 3 
6 1 
8 4 5 
43 44 '•O 
38 39 33 
31 32 26 
24 25 20 
















11 12 13 




































































11 1 R 






1 ~ 21 
~ 1 j 
1 1 1 h 
li 
7 
1 2 10 
j_ () 15 
R ;, 
h .I': 





















4 2 lfl 
43 30 
44 31 




49 3 5 
51) 35 
51 29 



































































































h 2 'i. 1),-,Qol 
h?_C. .O'IfV\ 
j ~ )(J. ( ·.'!')..-, 
12Sr..nonn 
) 87).C)~f)!J 



















3 7) ,I){IQIJ 
375.01\()(\ 















































2'>54. 7.'i l 




2 2 50. 00')0 
~~"'l.Of1G8 
221"11.7_~(/(1 





















NUMBER OF ELEHENfS • ~E • li4 
:-ll"!of.R IJF ~O!JES • ~lP • 45 




























1 2lC·. '·ill 'I 
i' 1''·3.7'-,·q' 
i -4 7 c.,. r"1'.r' 
j 71 7. f, 1,; .) 
X(2J 





! 312. <;:Ju:' 







j 2'J). 7 'If)') 
1010oli000 





) 26 2 0 2 1 2 5 
127.9.9375 
199n.97sn 

























ll :s .nonn 
375.1001 
7 SO o 01)1'0 
3 7 5. r.J(),"''; 
:'50o0100 





'7 ~. 'lf''Hl 
~ ') )4. i"::, j 3 
2~0h.2501' 
~ :.:-,L.. )I. 2::, 
~·~I:!.500J 
2". i 4. 1.:0 ~. 1 
2718. )';n:J 

















20h 1. nooo 
1 "'0.0000 



































')2 ·~ .2--H<"!. 
l 7 j 7. ~ 3 i:: 































































37 5. OC·00 
11s.nrrw 































































1 .19860F.+03 .19382F.+01 3 
.19086£+03 .19000E+03 9 
13 .18831£+03 !!· .i9395E+'l3 15 
19 .1R643E+03 20 .19407E+03 21 
25 .18875E+03 26 . l9494F.+01 27 
31 . 1 8989F.+03 32 .l9174E+01 13 
37 .19685F+03 18 .194 34E+03 39 
43 .1971fiE+03 44 .l9682E+11) 45 
ELf.:-IEKT VELOCITY C0!1PONENTS 
E!.P!ENT VEL(X) VEL(Y) 
1 . 4fi941iF-O 1 .42475£-fll 
2 .l5711E+OO -.IIJ358E-Ol 
3 -. 58564E-Ol .8JOH4h00 
4 • 7985 7F.Hl0 .22079E+OO 
5 -.4'>fil4E+0(1 -. i 3340F-01 
6 -.95121HOO .51203£+00 
7 -.29485E+OO -.429i2F-03 
8 -.31H74F.+OO .):,QR1E-Ol 
9 -.568fiOE-01 .19381 E+OO 
10 .4694fif.-01 .11940E+OO 
11 -.19203E+OO .30440£+00 
12 -. 585~4E-Ol .19140~+00 
11 -.1362%+1)0 .8258\E-01 
14 -.45614E+OO .Zl007E+QO 
1) 
-.27416E+OO . 6824flE-Ol 
16 -.29485f.+OO .97486F.-01 
l 7 - .13464E+OO .l ~Y95HOO 
13 -. 56860E-01 .31714E-Ol 
19 -.24404E+fl0 .145H2E+il0 
20 -.19203E+OO .9fi134E-01 
21 -. 33838£+!)0 .1 1'lOE+Ofl 
22 -.13'>29E+OO .1l2RRE+{)0 
21 -.24764E+OO .~!"l377E+OO 
24 -. 27416E+OO .i3820E+OO 
25 -. 21\000E+OO . 2·?9.?9E-()l 
zn -.13464 E+OO -.i-'d2!..F:+Qt) 
27 -. 281)00E+QO . HgB~F.-01 
28 -.24404E+OO .3R4fior-ol 
29 -.440lof.+OO .16493F.+OO 
30 -. 338 38£+00 .5•·140f-Oi 
31 - .ll9f'd':+OO .8L-Jl~E-Ol 
32 -.247h4E+OO .23418E+OO 
13 .240l7F+OO -.23!2SE+OO 
34 .66731E-Ol 0 
3'> .14~ '+! f.+[JQ -.2R199E+I)0 
36 • l 0734E+OO -. 2 i 281 F: +()(} 
37 -.517'>iF.-Ol -.22221F.+OO 
38 -.3S611E-Ol -.ZS175E+OO 
39 -.i44J'>r:+OO -.19099E+OO 
40 -. 1292hE+OO -. 218 54F+OO 
41 .65583E+OO -. 391 59E+OO 
42 .2R995E+OO 0 
43 .2393~£+)0 -. 33"!78£+00 
44 . 1218 7E+IJO - 42714f.+l)n 
45 -.l-\992F.+OO -.26R78E+I)O 
46 -.80~79E-Oi -. 39403E+IJil 
.\ 7 -.1940'>1'+00 -.11184~+00 
48 -.15604E+Il0 -. 2n849E+OO 
49 .157)1;[+00 -.69919E+OO 
:-:0 
.5-\rlJIE+OO -.1 0296E+Ol 
51 .2n7n3S+00 -. 7%25E+OO 
52 .19983F.+01) -. 72056[+00 
53 -.4194RE+O(l -. 6 2li 2E+(l() 
54 -.15177E+OO -.28673E+OO 
55 -.2612\F.+no -.15693E+OO 
)6 
-. 20204~:+()1) 
-. 284 37£+00 








. i ql 34E+03 
.179RSE+03 
• j 9629f.+03 

















































































Fig. 3. 3. 6 Input for Groundwater Example Without Grid Generation 
"" Element Dolo Control Parameters 
... - - -- ,.---- -· -~ 
Ma1n Parameter Cord 
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3.4 TORSION OF NON-CIRCULAR SHAFT 
1/ 
3.4.1 Introduction 
This program calculates the shear stresses in a non-circular shaft for a 
specified torque. The program is based on using a stress function, ¢, which 
has a zero value on the surface of the body and for which 
li = T and li = T l/ 
3y ZX dX xy 
Therefore all nodal values on the surface of the body must be specified as 
zero. The program uses simple linear triangular elements only. Automatic 
grid generation can be used with the program. 
3.4.2 Material Properties Description 
The material Property sets for this program include, in the following order 
2 




the length of the shaft (em) 
the applied torque (N-cm) 
twice the number of axes of symmetry. PCT is 1.0 when no 
symmetry exists 
Dummy Variable 1 - = 0.0 
Units shown are only sample units. Any compatible sets of units English or 
metric may be used. Up to 20 sets may be input. 
3.4.3 Torque Input Card 
The value of the torque applied to the shaft for which stresses are to be 
calculated is input in units compatible with those used for material 
properties. Torque value is input on a card. For example, if the torque 
value is 2.5 ft-lb, the torque input card appears as C: 2ls.ol 
3.4.4 Boundary Values 
Boundary conditions are input in two sections. Firs~ the nodal forces 
which for the torsion are nonexistent. Second, specified nodal values 
which would be specifying zero values for the stress function at the free 
surface nodal locations. 
Nodal valu2J are input by node numbers and associated value with six sets 
per card. -· Each card must have six sets of node number and value. If 
a complete card is not needed, the remaining set should be specified with 
zero values. If an even multiple of 6 sets occurs or no values are to be 
input, a card with 6 sets of zeros (12 zeros) must follow to terminate 
that section of data input. 
For the torsion problem, one card with 6 sets of zero values (12 zeros) 
would be input for nodal forces. 
For more detailed discussion of this approach see Segerlind, Applied Finite 
Element Analysis, 1976, Wiley. 
21 A preliminary run of auto-grid generation may be necessary to determine uudes 
for boundary conditions. 
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If nodes 3, 5, 7, and 9 are the surface nodes, the specified nodal values 
would be input as 
C:: 3, o.o, 5, o.o, 7, o.o, 9, o.o, o, o.o, o, o.ol 
3.4.5 Input Description 
Table 3.4.1 shows the inputs required for the two possible cases using 
TORSION. The first case, auto-grid case, assumes the use of the automatic 
grid generation program. The second case, non-auto-grid case, assumes the 
user will input the element data from cards. 
3.4.6 Sample problem 
Consider the problem of torsion of a trapeqoidal shaft as shown below. 
Note the shaft has one axis of symmetry, therefore, it is only necessary to 
consider one-half of the body. 
2.0 ~I 
3.0 ~ 
Axis of symrnetr~ 
12 II 













Figure 3.4.1 shows the input using grid generation for the sample problem. 
Figure 3.4.2 shows the grid generation by the program. Figure 3.4.3 shows 
the output of the program. 
Figure 3.4.4 shows the input for the same grid as shown in Figure 3.4.2 
but not using automatic grid generation. 
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Table 3.4.1 Program Input for Torsion 
Auto-grid case: ~on-auto grid ~ase: 
(Title Card l 
(~) 
up to 80 alpha-nu~eric characters 
for identification of problem. 
~------------------------or------------------------------------------, 
Parameter Card 
See Section 1. 4 
for this case 
NGRID = 1 
NPLTG 0 or 
NAPPL = 4 
NPLTR • 0 or 
Parameter Card 
for this case 
See Section 1 . .:0 
N\RID 0 
~PLTG 0 or 
N~.PPl = .\ 
~rLTR 0 or 
Control Parameters for Element lJata -
Generation Input Data 
- includes 
material properties sets --
See Section 3.4.2. 
- torque applies to shaft. 
- no nodal forces are u~~d in 
torsion problem, therefore, 
read in one card with ]~ 
zero values. 
Values 
- each t1odal values 
on a free surface of the hody specific 
equal to zero - read sets of (node number, 
value), with six sets per card- terminate 
with node number= 0, valu<-~ = 0.0 for 
remainder of card. 
by order of input, see Section 1.6. 
~E - number of elements 
!'<P - number of nodes 
~B\i - bandwidth 
N~SET - numher of md.terial prc,perti~:s :·-ets 
Properties Sets ~~PSfT sets, ~e0 
Section 3.4.2 for 
des( ription 
for each element, by order ot 
input, see ~Prti,,n 1.6. 
element numt-er 
:-~n - three node number!', cvun~erc] C'ckv.·ise 
from first nodL·. 
~fFSEL - matt-rial propertie~ set number for 
the ele-ment. 
Xl,Yl,X~,Y2,X3,Y3- \and l :::oordinates 
counterclockPLse from first n·,c!e. 
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Fig. 3.4.1 Input for Torsion Problem with Grid Generation 
/--]~~- &-.R,~O__.___Q,(L.j)_,_ _ _ 0,~.,9,,- Q10._?._ _}?..,Q.O :·--:---c,:-;;;-.. ·cc,,---,-.~ 
/,-~Q~?·~-t~!~.J~O._Q,---: 1_~_0,9,1 2 1 0_,Q.._ 4_LO_.Q_ ~ -~,~-;r ,c.;_, 
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Fig. 3.4.3 Output for Torsion Example with Grid Generation 
TORSION SMIPLE PROBLF..M 1/ITH GRID GE~ERATION 
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4 ~ ~ 
In II 12 J 3 
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ELEMENT DATA, REGION MAT. PROP. SET • 
NEL NODE NUMBERS X(l) y (1) ){( 2) '1'(2) ){(3) '1'(3) 
1 15 12 In 0 • 5000 .4444 .5000 .4167 .7500 
2 15 16 19 0 .5000 .4In7 • 7500 0 • 7500 
3 12 9 13 .4444 .5000 .8889 .5000 .8333 • 7 500 
4 12 13 16 .4444 .5000 .8333 .7500 .4167 .7500 
5 9 6 10 .8889 .5ono 1. 3313 .5000 1. 2 500 .7500 
6 9 10 13 .8889 .soon 1.25(10 . 7500 .8331 . 7 500 
7 11 8 12 0 .2500 .4722 .2500 .4444 .5000 
8 11 12 15 0 . 2 son . 4441~ .)000 (l .5000 
9 8 5 9 . 4 72 2 .25no .9444 .2500 .ssg9 .5000 
10 8 9 12 4 .,.,., • I"-._ .2500 .88R9 .500!l .. 41~44 .5000 
11 5 3 6 .9444 .2 50(1 1 .416 7 .2500 1. 3333 .501)0 
12 5 6 9 . 9444 . 2500 I . 3113 .5000 .8889 .'inoo 
13 7 4 8 0 0 . soon 0 .4 722 .250() 
14 8 II 0 n . 4 7'2 2 .2)0(1 0 .2500 
15 2 5 • 5000 0 1.1)000 0 .9444 .2500 
16 4 5 8 .5000 0 • <•444 .25'_10 . '• 72 2 .2 500 
17 2 1.0000 (l I. '>000 0 I .4 i1,7 .2500 
18 2 1.0000 n I • 41 n 7 . 2 )(10 .9444 . 2'>00 
ELEME~T DATA, REGION :1AT. PROP. SET -
NEL NOOE :WHHEHS Xf1) y (I) X'~.' '.; y ( 2) X ( 1) YO) 
19 2n 24 '27 (1 1. 2 'iOO • 3h i: i.:')(l('. .3333 1. 500IJ 
20 26 27 28 tl i. 2 ~on . \11' 1. snoo 0 1.)(1(11) 
2 i 24 '. 2'i . 3~1 1 1.'2500 . 72'22 1 o 2 r){)~ .A6Fo7 1.snon d 
22 24 25 27 • 3h i 1 1. c 'inr _,.,f,(,) 1. snnr; . '3331 1.) l01 
23 21 18 22 . 7 2 22 1 . c )f\(1 1 .oR! 1 i . 2 )()'l l .0000 1. 500~ 
24 21 22 25 .7222 1. 2 Jn:· J. onrJ~ l.S'JW" .6667 1. 50[]') 
zs 23 20 2!.. 0 1 .0000 .)~go !.noon .3~11 1 . 2 snr 
26 23 24 2~ n 1.oonn . 1" 1 1 1. 2'il)rl n I. 2100 
27 20 17 2 i .3H~9 1.0~(1(1 . 777~ 1 .'100~ . 7222 1. 25nn 
28 20 21 0' 
"" 
.3889 I.OOCO .72'2?. I . ')nO . 1~1 I i. 2 50n 
29 1 7 14 18 . 7 77R 1.000-1 I. i ~h 7 I .OOirO I .0833 i_. 2 r)r•r 
30 17 lR 21 . 7778 1.0000 1. 0831 1.2)00 .7"222 1.2'irn 
31 19 16 20 0 . 7'i~() . 41 f, 7 .7)00 .3889 1.000J 
32 19 20 23 Q .75(10 • 3.SRY j • r~rwo 0 1.ooon 
33 16 13 I 7 .4167 .7)00 .~313 .7500 . 7 778 1.000[1 
34 16 17 LO . 41Fo 7 .7)00 . 7/78 1 .000~ . 38A9 1 .OfJC''-..1 
35 13 10 14 .8 3 31 .7500 1. 2500 .7500 1.1 '>n7 1.onon 
36 1 3 i 4 17 .8331 . 7'>00 I. l'>b 7 1 .00(10 . 7778 1 .000(1 
NUMBER OF ELE~FNTS s :-<r: c }h 
NUMBER OF NODES • NP ~ 28 
BANDI./TllTH • ~~\ol • 
APPLIED TORQUE EQUALS 
BOUNDARY VALUES 
NODAL FORCES 
PRESCRI BEll NODAL V~l.IJES 
28 0 27 0 25 0 22 0 18 0 14 
() 
10 0 f, 0 3 ~) ~ 0 4 0 
7 0 
NODAL VALUES 
1 0 2 0 } 0 0 .212S9E+02 
6 0 7 0 8 • 3(1494F+02 q .33319f.+02 10 0 
11 .327R8E+02 12 .48001E+02 13 .37604F.-t-02 14 0 15 • 51702E+02 
16 .53745E+02 17 .34Fo15E+02 18 0 19 . 5 77n 1 F.+J2 20 .4~225E+02 
21 .23463E+02 22 0 23 • 514Fo8E+02 '! '~ .10911F+(l2 25 0 
26 .32'i74E+02 27 0 28 0 
-)j-
ELEMENT STRESSES 
ELEMENT TAUZX TAUZY TAU'1AX 
1 .22048E+02 .83269E+01 .23568E+02 
2 .2423SE+02 .96394E+Ol .260A2E+02 
3 .97980E+Ol • 3 3034E+02 • 34456f.+02 
4 .18669E+02 . 38737E+02 .4300lf+02 
5 -.24990E+02 .74969E+02 .79024E+02 
6 -.29167E+OI .90250E+02 • 9029 7E+02 
7 .694901':+02 .48583E+OI .69660E+02 
8 .75657E+02 .83269E+01 .76114E+02 
9 .43896E+02 .i9556E+02 .48055E+02 
IO .66360E+02 .33034E+02 .74127E+02 
11 -.IS006E+02 .4SOI9f.+02 .47454E+02 
12 .31582E+02 .7491i9E+02 • 81349E+02 
13 .12198E+03 0 .12i98E+03 
14 .13115E+03 .48583E+OI .l3i24E+03 
IS .85036E+02 n .85036f.+02 
16 .11980F+03 .19556'+02 .12!39E+Ii3 
17 0 0 0 
18 • 7 S032E+02 .450i9f.+f)2 .8 7502f.+ll2 
19 -.12416F+03 .46054E+Ol .l2424P.+(}) 
20 -.13030E+03 0 .13030E+03 
21 
-.9s4nE+o2 . 20~21iE+02 .1 0057f.+01 
22 -. i 2164E+01 0 .1231i4f.+01 
23 -.2i658E+02 .64ry74E+02 . 6 ~:. Q9f.+O 2 
24 -.93852E+02 0 .91R52f.+:J2 
25 -. 70181 E+02 .81398f.+Ol .70ii7'iE+02 
2fl -. 75575E+02 .46054E+Ol .7571'if.+02 
27 -.5231l6E+02 .34997E+02 .631lO'JE+02 
28 -. 71546E+02 .20620E+'l2 • 7 4!.1iOH fl2 
29 -.29670E+02 .Rryi:lQ~+02 • q 38 2'i E+02 
30 -. 5904 7F.+02 . 649 74E+02 .87797E+02 
31 -.231 SOE+02 .96394E+(}l .2'i077f.+<l2 
32 -.25172E+02 .8319RF.+01 .26517f.+02 
33 -.20565E+02 .38737E+02 .438'i7E+02 
34 -.25967E+02 . 14997E+'l2 .43578F.+02 
35 -.30083E+02 .902'iOE+02 .95132E+02 
36 -.3i737E+02 .890l!)E+02 .94499E+02 
ANGLE OF TWIST FOR TH~ APPLIED TORQUE IS .09 DEGREES 
MAXIHU11 SHF.AR STRESS FOR Tf!E APPL IE~ TORQUE IS 131.2 
MAXIMUM SHF.AR STRESS IS LOCATEil I~ ELEMENT 14 
Fig. 3.4.4 Input for Torsion Problem Without Grid Generation 
0,0.0, 0,0.0, 0,0.0 
' 
'·I 
2,0.0, 4,0.0 "'\' 
. i .. r-- . .., .. ; 
22,0.0, 18,0.0, 14,0,0 
~ 
. 
. Spe-:ifi¢ -No<1ctl "'ooues--
z 
~ 
~ Node! Forces 
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3.5 TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER 
3.5.1 Introduction 
This program can be used to analyze two dimensional problems involving 
transient heat transfer with either prescribed boundary temperatures or 
surface convections. The body may have internal heat generation. The 
user must specify the initial temperature of each node. The time step, 
number of time steps, and frequency of printing of nodal temperatures can 
be controlled by the user. This program uses a finite element procedure 
for temperature distribution at any time step and a forward difference 
technique in time for solution of the transient problem. 
The program uses only simple linear triangular elements. Automatic grid 
generation can be used with this program. 
3.5.2 Material Properties Description 
The material properties sets for this program include, in the following 
order 
KXX - Conductivity in X-direction 
KYY - Conductivity in Y-direction 
H - Surface convection coefficient 
TINF - Fluid temperature at a distance from convection surface. 
CRHO - Product of specific heat and density 
Any compatible set of units may be used. Up to twenty material properties 
sets may be input. 
3.5.3 Control Parameters for Two-Dimensional Transient Heat Transfer 
Control parameters read in during the application program section are 
1) NIT - Number of iterations or time steps 
2) IWTR - Control for output of calculated nodal temperatures. 
Temperatures are printed every IWTR iterations. If 
IWTR = 4 temperature are printed every fourth iteration. 
3) IPCH - Control for punched output of final nodal temperatures. 
0 for no punch and 1 to punch. (These cards may be used 
for thermal stress analysis by 2-D elasticity.) 
4) DT - Time increment or time step 
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0 UJ -1-J u 0 
~ ~ ~ 1-< 
0 •.-1 ;:I -1-J IJ) 
0 •.-1 1-<..-1 p.., ~ !3 
Z-1-J p.., 0 0 •.-1 
rc H ~u -1-J 
~ 1-< ~ -1-J ::r:: 0.. 
E-< IJ) E-< ~ u -1-J ~ IJ) 
H-1-J :;: 0 p.., ;:I E-< -1-J 
ZH HU H 0.. p UJ 
(" 10, 5, 0, 0.11 
This example specifies 10 iterations with printing every 5 iterations, no 
punched output and a time step of 0.1 units. 
3.5.4 Input of Convection and Internal Heat Generation. 
Data establishing sides of elements that are surfaces with convection and 
elements with internal heat generation must be input. The element number, 
the number of the side or sides having convection, and the internal heat 
generation per unit volume must be input for each element having convection 
and/or internal heat generation. Sides are numbered 1, 2, and 3 counter-
clockwise from the first input node for the element. Heat added to the 
body is considered positive. 
A maximum of two sides may have convection, therefore, the data input as: 
NELC - element no., ISIDE (1) - 1st side, ISIDE (2) - 2nd side, 
for convection for convection 
QG - internal 
heat generation 
per unit volume 
If only one side has convection, a zero value is entered in the second side 
for convection location. 
Assuming that element (6) shown below has surface convection on sides 2 
and 3, and no internal heat generation, 
9 
----------------'5 
SIDE 3 *designates first 
input node 
the convection and heat generation data appears as C:: 6, 2, 3, o.o 1 . 
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Assuming element (7) shown below has convection on side 2 only and an 
internal heat generation of 10.5 units/unit volume, 
5 
8 
*designates first input 
node 
the convection and heat generation data appears asc= L __ 7_, _____ 2_, ____ o_, _____ l_0_._5~' 
This data set must be terminated with a card with element number, side num-
ber, and heat generation all equal to zero, i.e. ~r:= ___ o_, ____ o __ ,____ o_, ____ o~l 
IF NO CONVECTION OR INTERNAL HEAT GENERATION OCCURS for the problem, 
a card with zero valuesC:: ~---0~·~--0~,----0~,~--0~! , must be input for the 
convection and internal heat generation data. 
This data must be ordered by element numbers with one card per element. 
3.5.5 Initial Nodal Temperatures 
Input of the initial temperature value for each node must be ordered by 
node numbers. For example, if a body had 52 nodes, fifty-two values for 
initial temperature must be input. 
3.5.6 Fixed Nodal Values 
Nodal numbers for those nodes which are to remain at their initially pre-
scribed values must be input. Node numbers are input in sets of ten per 
card. If a full set of ten is not required, zero values should be used to 
complete the set of 10. For example, if nodes 12, 14, 18, 19, 23, and 26 
are to be held at the initial temperature, the Fixed Nodal Values would 
read 
14, 18, 19, 23, 26, 0, 0, 0, ol 
If an even multiple of ten values occurs or if no nodal values are to be 
fixed, a card with ten zero values must be input to terminate that section 
of data input. 
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Table 3.5.1 Pro~ram Input for 2-D Transient Heat Transfer 
Auto-grid case: Non-auto-grid case: 
(common) 
C:Title Cardl- up to 80 alpha-numeric characters 
for identification of problem 
or 
~a in Parameter Card - see Sectivn 1.3 
Section 1.3. 
for this case NGRID • 1 
NPLTG • 0 
NAPPL 5 
NPLTR 0 
Grid Generation Input Data -
includes material 
properties sets 
for tcis case NC:RID n 
NPLTr. 0 or 
NAPPL 5 
or NPLTF n or 
or 
Control ParaMeters for Element Data - bv order 
Control Parameters for Application - see 
Section 3.5.3 
NIT - number of iterations 
IWTR - print control 
IPCH- punch control IPCH=O no punch, 
IPCH=l, punch final temneratures 
DT - time increment 
Convection and Heat r.eneratjon Data 
element no., sides for convection, heat 
generated. Terminate with( 0, 0, 0, n I 
See Section 3.5.5. 
Initial_Nodal Temperature - temper<lturE' for -
each node ordered by node number, see Section 
3.5.5 
Fixed Nodal Values - node numbers for nodes 
at fixed temperature, see Section 3.S.h 
of input. ~ee Section l.h 
NE - number of elements 
NP - number of nodes 
NBI-' - bandwidth 
~~SET - number of material properties sets 
3.5.2 for descrintion 
- fnr earl1 element bv order nf 
input, see Section 1.6 
NEL- element number 
Nn - three node numbers cnunttrclockwisE> 
from first node 
~PSF.L - material nrooerties set ntmber for 
the element 
Xl,Yl,X2,Y2,X3.Y3- Y andY cnordinates 
C'ounterc]ockwise fro!'l first node 
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3.5.7 Input Description 
Table 3.5.1 shows the inputs and order of input required for the two 
possible cases using 2-D transient heat transfer. The first case, auto-
grid case, assumes use of the automatic grid generation program. The 
second case, non-auto-grid case, assumes the users will input the element 
data from cards. The element data must be ordered by element number for 
this program. 
3.5.8 Sample Problem 
Assume the body shown below is inserted through an insulated wall. The 
body was at an initial temperature of 20°C, Assume at time t=O the left 
side is subjected to conversion as shown and that the right side stays 
at 20°C, Determine temperature change in the body with time. 
WATTS 
m 2 oK I 
0.20 m 
0.15 m 




4000 IN OK 
p Cp = 1500 JOULES 
m °K 
Tsurfoce = 20 oC 
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Regions for Grid Generation 
(0,0.1) (0.65,0.1) (0.15,0.1) 
9 10 II 
(0,0.05)6 7(0.15, 0.05) 
Assume 
* * 
I 2 3 
(0,0) (0.065,0) (0.15,0) 
4 
(0.256,0) 
Time Step = 0.001 hr DT 
Number of iterations 20 
Print every 5 iterations, 
NIT 
5 = IWTR 
5 
(0.362, 0) 
Figure 3.5.1 Input for Transient Heat Transfer with Grid renePation 
;.-c62t.-,~-;-;-,-;;lf.~~k.~:::-:f.AAL~P -.-,.~27 -:·7:P..,~~o -·c&~ .,,.r .• , ,,.-;;,. '>:::;'] 
~~~~\-:~~~~~r,..~J\~~s-.--l~!!.!,WJl.qtl-9--c-~c~;"~-- ~ -, ":" 
















Figure 3.5.2 Output for Sample Transient lh:<tt Transfer 
TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER EXAMPLE WITH GRICl SENERATION 
THE GRID 1-iiLL BE AUT~MATICALL'f GE~ERATE::J 
APPLISATI~Yl PF.ffiRA~ THANSIENT rlEAT THANSFE~ WILL !OE .>JL'IED 
GLOBAL COORDINATES 
:-IU:-\BER X COORD 'f COORC 
0 .) 
2 .07 0 
. 15 0 
/j 
.26 0 
5 .36 0 
6 0 .05 
7 • 15 .05 
B .35 .08 
9 0 .10 
10 .07 .10 
11 • 1') .10 
12 .28 . 13 
13 .30 . 15 
CCJii:IECTIVITY GATA 
SDE 
REGION 2 3 4 
1 () 2 •) 0 
2 0 0 0 
~ATESIAL PRC?ERTIES 
SET !'AT P!\JP i . A~ FEJP .. 
i<XX KYY ·l 1: ·:r :.RH' 
. 4CYJJ::.a4 . 4000C:+04 . 1 JOOf+':'S . 1t:SJ:::+C3 . 1500E+ !'l 
REG c JN DATA 
::r\:: ~::,I·~~ 
REGru;; Ro·,.~~- - lLS ~:::· I~P:J1 t\.i:.'~ I.)N MJ~E l: ). 
1 
-
5 ? 3 7 11 10 9 
" 2 5 5 L; 5 c 13 12 11 7 
:i.'DIC ~kl'.'!)~?,: 
OF 3u:~c.rvruc:~ RE~HY.I 
3 6 11) 15 
2 II 7 11 1F1 
') (' 12 17 
"' J 13 1i3 24 d 
111 1'9 25 32 37 
2 
15 21 28 36 4lj 
16 20 26 33 41 
22 23 z: 34 42 
29 30 31 3C) 43 




ELEMENT DATA, Rffi ION MAT. PROP. St:T = 
' 
Nfl. NODE NUMBERS X( 1) Y( 1) X(2) Y(2) X(3) Y(3) 
1 2 4 3 0 .0750 .0300 .0750 .0308 .1000 
2 2 3 1 0 .0750 .0300 .1000 0 .1000 
3 4 7 6 .0300 .0750 .0650 .0750 .0650 .1000 
4 4 6 3 .0300 .0750 .0650 .1000 .0300 .1000 
5 7 11 10 .0650 .0750 .1050 .0750 .1050 .1000 
6 7 10 6 .0650 .0750 .1050 .10CJO .0650 .1000 
7 11 16 15 .1050 .0750 .1500 .0750 .1500 .1000 
8 11 15 10 .1050 .0750 .1500 .1000 .1050 .1000 
9 5 8 4 0 .0500 .0300 .0500 .0300 .0750 
10 5 4 2 0 .0500 .0300 .0750 0 .0750 
11 8 12 7 .0300 .0500 .0650 .0500 .0650 .0750 
12 8 7 4 .0300 .0500 .0650 .0750 .0300 .0750 
13 12 17 11 .0650 .0500 .1050 .0500 .1050 .0750 
14 12 11 7 .0650 .0500 .1050 .0750 .0650 .0750 
15 17 22 16 .1050 .0500 .1500 .0500 .1500 .0750 
16 17 16 11 .1050 .0500. . 1500 .0750 . 1050 .0750 
17 9 13 8 0 .0250 .0300 .0250 .0300 .0500 
18 9 8 5 0 .025') .0300 .0500 0 .0500 
19 13 18 12 .0300 .0250 .0650 .0250 .0650 .0500 
20 13 12 fl .0300 .0250 .0650 .0500 .0300 .0500 
21 18 24 17 .0650 .0250 . 1050 .0250 . 1050 .0500 
22 18 17 12 .0650 .0250 .1050 .0500 .0650 .0500 
23 24 29 22 .1050 .0250 .1500 .0250 .1500 .0500 
24 24 22 17 .1050 .0250 .1500 .0500 .1050 .0500 
25 14 19 13 0 0 .0300 0 .0300 .0250 
26 14 13 9 0 0 .0300 .0250 0 .0250 
27 19 25 18 .0300 0 .065') 0 .0650 .0250 
28 19 18 13 .0300 0 .0650 .0250 .0300 .')250 
29 25 32 24 .0650 0 .1050 0 .1050 .0250 
30 25 24 18 .0650 0 .1050 .0250 .0650 .0250 
31 32 37 29 .1050 0 .1500 () .1500 .0250 
32 32 29 24 .1050 0 .1500 .0250 . 1050 .0250 
ELE!-:f.NT DATA, REriiON 2 f~AT. PROP. SET = 
tiEL NODE NUMBERS X(1) Y(1) X(2) Y(2) X(3) Y(3) 
33 16 20 15 .1500 .075J .2223 .0855 .1500 .1000 
34 20 21 15 .2223 .0855 .2250 .1125 . 150:1 .1000 
35 20 26 21 .2223 .0855 .2759 .0960 .2250 .1125 36 26 28 21 .2759 .0'160 .2750 .1250 .2250 . 11<'5 37 26 33 28 .2759 .0960 .3107 .1065 .2750 . 1?5J 33 33 36 28 .3107 .1065 .3000 . 1375 .2750 . 1250 39 33 41 36 .3107 .1065 .3269 . 1170 .300.0 .1375 40 41 45 36 .3268 . 1170 .3000 . 1500 .3000 .13'75 41 22 23 16 .1500 .0500 .2173 .0577 .1500 .0750 42 23 20 16 .2178 .0577 .2223 .0855 .1500 .0750 43 23 27 20 .2178 .0577 .2730 .0655 .2223 .0855 411 27 26 20 .2730 .0655 .2759 .0%:1 .2223 .0255 45 27 34 26 .2730 .J655 .3157 .0732 .2759 .0960 46 34 33 26 .3157 .0732 .3107 .1065 .2759 .0960 47 311 42 33 .3157 .0732 .3460 . oe w .3107 . 1065 48 42 41 33 .3460 .0811) .326SJ .1170 .3107 .1065 49 29 30 22 .1500 .0250 .2113 .0292 . 1508 .0500 50 30 23 22 .2113 .0292 .2178 .0577 .1500 .0500 51 30 31 23 .2113 .0292 .2664 
.0335 .2173 .0577 52 31 27 23 .266ll 
.0335 .2730 .0655 .217~ .0577 53 31 35 27 .2664 .0335 .3152 .0377 . 2730 .0655 54 35 34 27 .3152 .0377 .3157 .0732 .2730 .0655 55 35 43 42 .3152 .0377 .3577 .0420 .3460 .0810 55 35 42 34 .3152 .0377 .3460 .0810 .3157 .0732 57 37 38 29 .1500 0 .2030 0 .1500 .0250 58 38 30 29 .2030 0 .2113 .0292 . 1500 .0250 59 38 39 30 .2030 0 .2560 0 .2113 .0292 60 39 31 30 .2560 0 .2664 
.0335 .2113 .0292 61 39 40 31 .2560 0 .3090 0 .2664 
.0335 62 40 35 31 .3090 0 .31'52 .0377 .2664 
.0335 63 40 44 35 .3090 0 .3620 0 .3152 .0377 64 44 43 35 .3620 0 
.3577 .0420 .3152 .0377 
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS : NE : 64 
NUMBER OF !lODES : NP : 45 
BANDWIDTH : NBW : 10 
I CONVECI'ION FID1 SIDE 3 ~ ELEMENT 2 CONVECI'ION FID1 SIDE 3 OF ELEMDIT 10 
CONVECI'ION F~ SIDE 3 OF ELEMENT 18 
CONVECI'ION FROM SIDE 3 OF ELEMENT ?6 
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TRANSIENT Atl.i\USIS 
NO. ITERATDtl 20 TI~:E I'ICRB~ENT .00100 
TIME 0 
1 .2DOOOOE+02 2 .2GOOOOE+02 3 .2C";J00'1E+02 11 .20000CE+CI? 
5 .. ~:1000,lE+02 6 . 200C1')0E+02 7 .200QOOE+02 8 .200000E+J2 
9 . 200COOE+O.? 10 .200000E+Ci2 11 .2:l0000E+C2 12 • 2 ~OOO,JE+ J2 
13 .200000E+02 14 .200000E+02 15 . 2.!)J·l0E+02 16 .200000E+J:0 
17 .200000E+02 18 .200000E+02 1'] .20QOCJOE+02 20 .200000~+02 
21 .200000E+02 22 .200000E+02 23 .20000DE+02 24 . ~ rn.JOOE• J2 
25 .200000E+02 26 .201JJODE+02 27 . 2JOOOOE+02 28 • ?OOOO·JE+02 
29 .2WOOOE+02 :o .200000E+02 31 • 2'XlOGOE+02 32 .200000E+:;2 
33 .2COOOOE+02 34 .200000E+02 35 .20000Cl!:+02 3'i • 2JOQOOE+''J2 
37 .2COOQOE+02 38 .200000E+J2 39 • ?:iJOO:JE+~2 40 . 2GOo~::OE+02 
41 .2JJOOOE+02 42 .200000E+02 43 .2:JOoJC.::lE+')2 44 .280000E+0? 
45 .2DDOOOE+02 
TH1E .0045 
1 .313Z77E+fJ2 2 .313008E+02 3 .2?)2"J.?S+G2 lj .2q91'13E+:V 
5 . 3 128 46E+02 6 .266307E+02 7 .2652J5i:+02 e .2~905~S+~2 
9 .3126il3E+C2 10 .246362E+02 11 . 24fi112liE+02 12 .266281':.+02 
13 .288966E+02 14 .31.2412E+02 15 . 230f,22E+02 16 . ?31 'J62E+ 12 
17 .246495E+02 18 .266266E.:J2 19 .28?S~7E+82 20 . 22(N04E+02 
21 .221332E+02 22 .231294E+02 23 .220522E+02 24 . 2'15553E+ ~2 
25 .?SS251E+02 26 . 223511?':+02 27 .217102E+~2 28 .230153E+D.? 
2') .231486E+02 )Cl .220703E+02 "31 .21MS7F+J2 32 . .245601E+Cl2 
33 . 226511 E+02 34 .218410l'+02 3') .21Jil<33F.+:'2 36 .252889E+~2 
37 .231743E+02 38 .221fJ30E+02 39 .216363E+02 40 .21372'/E+:i:O 
41 .200000E+02 42 .200000E+C!2 li3 . 20000 :'E+02 411 .200JO'JE+'2 
45 .20000QE+02 
TIME = .08)5 
1 .357253E+02 2 . 357D73r:.c:o . 33112')4f.+l\2 4 .3)~+?~1:=:+~2 
5 .<55)71JE+'12 6 .310e12r::.o2 7 . 31 !~06F+G2 s . 33lll ~6E+ J~ 
9 . 356878E+02 1''' .283301E+02 '1 . 2883°,1 E+'12 12 .31C300E+'J2 
13 .334091E+02 14 . 355'i911E+02 15 .26775:JE+J2 1~ .26a471E+=.\z 
17 .23i3484E+02 18 .310309E+J2 1') . 334C37E+'J2 20 . ..'11)5')3E+::i2 
21 .2492'33£+02 22 . 268770~+02 23 .2499oOE+1J2 ?4 . 2'l056')E+c12 
25 .310707E+02 26 . 246SAr;~+l'.~ ?7 .2424~Cc+:l2 2'1 .253))7f+J2 
29 .2A9C17E+02 30 .25103'iE+02 31 .240~.}~~~·02 3? .2P.~504E+J2 
33 .246771E+C'2 34 . 237 456E+02 35 .23270.s~:.o2 36 . 275552~:.:~ 
37 .269262E+02 38 .252')87!':+')2 'J .21iFi-~1E+J2 '.l() .232~)qJ;::+'l2 
41 .2G80DOE+02 42 . 2000'J :IF +02 ~: . Z'j'!CC·-~~+02 'Ill . 2;JCGOOE+ .JC 
45 .2JOOOOE+02 
TIME .0145 
1 .389134~+02 2 . 3f90•VE+02 3 . 367:Jt6£+·J2 . y, 70?'h+'l2 
5 .338927E+02 6 .343897E+'J2 7 . 34 3:\')JE+'12 (. .3(A)')')1E+:? 
9 .3e8351E+02 10 .320F.'l1E+C2 11 .32'77f-F+22 1? .343}14[+'? 
13 .366953E+D2 1Jl .3R371.~E+02 15 .2)31 VE+02 b .2')8'l9E+'12 
17 . 320899E+02 13 .343925E•"? 19 .3C6)13E+02 ~, ,-:,_, .2?5:J93E+G2 
21 .27~?F5E+02 ;n .2';)92ii7E+D? 23 .?75J7E+'l2 :'4 . 320)92[' +~·2 
~c ~-- .343'Ji'JE+02 25 • 2hl)05l'·E+n2 27 .2()3:J·: 3F +c-·2 23 . ?7 'l5CJ .)E+ :? 21 . 2g955 3E+')2 r' .277780E+'J2 31 .2il2J.~3S+J? '~ ) .. .:~1r:"'~1E+::.? 
33 .265SS3£+02 3li . 255 3:'!2 ~+!l? 35 .2:/'·~~-'iF•'l? _:;tl . zy 112c~;2 
'"1 j, .299772E+02 3g .2~:1S7:+)~ 30 • 26'-:J 1 Ot:+ 1J2 ~0 .. =:?:;',]5)3£..-~(-
'11 . 2GC.)oJIJC+02 42 • 2J0080E+~::2 !Jj . 20Ccl~JE+rc2 4ll .2~r .. ~JGt>:J? 
:.:=) 
.200rJ00E+02 
TI'-~E . ')1]5 
.414'1J7::: ... c2 2 .41!'JSJ~+r,2 • ?~i.::: ,' 4;,;::. ·""I; lj . )9.-'~'17' + 
' 
J .413897E+~2 s .36?913[ .. ;? . 3r~s-1?~:t+r;.2 ') • ~r:;:--·:-·'J 3F.+n2 
~ .41334GE+02 10 . 3''f31E+ ·~ ., . 3!!(A·// L+·J~ 12 • )6~:_: .)~~E+ ~?. 
13 .302G63E+J2 14 .413736':+'? i") -~22S?1~··J.? 16 . 323304:~. = 2 
. ., 
'• 
. 346!'32~+ 1)2 13 .3S~Y>J"+~? 1) . ~0.?,.) 3 ·.:-.n2 20 .. ?'):·~3 ~s- .. ~2 
21 • 2']4-1J'JE+02 22 . ;?:.;s.~::-.~·~ ,:3 .. <J: 37:~~ + 'l; :-!) • . ~J(-73~.-:-.._,- -~ 
25 . 3 ~'<9''3~+ 12 26 . ~ .. ~- 'Y,~J~+ :2 ?.7 .. ?~1_1:".+~~ . ~ .~:?3q:~ .. -,2_ 
~) . 3Z41 ?[E+02 30 .?t~!.~--·)i.+r;,..? l1 .>121 i+-.~? .32 . 34 :77?" .. ,- 0 
33 . 221 1'i3E+02 3~ . 2702)St:+ ·,2 35 . .2·~·~)6 :.+.r,_ 1': .313~43i':+.P 
37 . ]:'4 323E+O::> 38 . 3024J5E+02 39 . 2~ ~~);; :::+'J2 :j;• .?6~l]:J'JE+-~2 




ELEMENT GRAD(X) GRAD(Y) AVE TE:'P 33 -. 3 T22':~+oc. -. 32':113:0+:11 1 
-. 70737E+02 • 11297£+00 .39J91E+02 34 -.36702F.+G2 -.63'104£+00 2 
-.71037E+02 .41281E+00 .40692!:+02 3'! -.13614[+02 -.?4P,l1SE+01 3 -.6')118£+02 -.J0537E-01 .37752E+J2 
'" 
-. 1 0664E+n2 .22C2:;E+02 ~0 4 
-.65221E+02 .1107:':+00 -3~')1~~.·~2 37 -. 11621 ;: ... :;? .21755:+02 5 -.58574E+02 -. 42246E+00 
.35"27E+Cl2 32 .2"1303E+02 . 11223[+03 6 
-.58819E+02 
-. 30587E-O 1 .3f)2G~F.+02 
' 
-.'<'·Q21E+C3 
-. 5 g::>50':•02 7 -.51339E+02 
-.32913E+01 • 3 3G~.i2E+G2 ~J 
-. 11176E+04 -, :IJ59lJ!::+03 8 -. 529 3 3E+02 -. 42246E+00 .33349£+02 ., -.33275~+02 -.1 S32')i:.+01 "' 9 -.70679E+02 .96330E-01 . 3S977E+~~ --i~' 
-.37960£+02 • 1772fl£+01 10 
-.70787E+02 .22541E+00 . 4tYJ 0 CE:+·c? :d 
-. 2','J27E+82 . 123'J9t'+OC· 11 -.64980~+82 
-.97248E-01 • 377:_;;.~+()2 
''" 
-. 22C.'!16E+02 . 15J2E+J2 12 
-.65113E+02 . 9633JE-01 .3dS11C:+02 
·!") 
-. 3J125E+J2 . 15FJ~+02 13 -.53297£+02 -.5407JE+00 .~5436E+02 ljC. 




-.23186E+G3 - .204112:0:+01 15 -.50621E+02 
-. 13325E+0 1 .31129i:+02 IF . 
-.j?':-3DC+J3 -. 20~C~3E+03 16 
-.51339E+02 
-. 54070E+00 . 33884!:+02 ~j 
-.40237E+'l2 -.11JC~~E+01 17 -.70574E+02 • 10144[+00 
. 1;973E+ri2 5~ -.3J296E+02 . 18266E+'l1 18 
-.70679E+02 .2Z777E+00 .4J681E+02 
=, 1 
-. 322.77E+'J? . 37G62E+JO 19 -. 64855£+02 -.72918E-01 .37753E+G2 52 -.2904~E+02 . (.')67~E+81 20 -.64980E+02 . 10144E+00 .33S11E+02 :) 3 
-.35083E+02 .93iJ2E+01 21 
-.58090E+02 -. 40287E+00 . 3':'144E+02 54 -. 30278E+02 . 166~3[+0? 22 
-.58297E+02 -.72918E-01 .3G213E+J2 55 -.1472(,[+03 -.443A5E+02 23 -.50234E+02 -. 11006E+01 .331~7E+02 so -.23748E+03 . 1':1916[+_;2 24 
-.50621E+02 -.40287E+00 . 33907~+02 
=7 
-. 41354!':+02 
-. 73250:::+·'JO 25 -. 70327E+02 .11915E+00 .39968!:+02 '"~: 
-. 4 J44 3E+C2 .1i491E+01 26 -.70574E+02 .41617E+00 . LJ:;{~/5£+02 59 -. )!1765E+D2 -. 46455E+00 27 - .64773E+02 .44551E-02 . 37752C.+02 60 -.33018E+'J2 .22041:':+01 28 -.64855E+02 .11915E+00 .30,509~+02 
F, 1 -.31J750~+02 .27U23E+01 29 -.5798cE+02 -. 15994E+00 .3':44)::+02 
'J? -.34540[+02 . }Jl? 3E+J 1 30 -.58090E+02 .44551£-02 .36222E+02 03 -. 12370E+03 . 17S31E+02 31 -.49888E+02 -.78259E+00 .j317~E+02 ~4 -.15cJ17E+~3 -.15196E+02 32 -.50234E+02 -. 15994E+00 . 33921E+02 
Figure 3.5.3 Input for Transient Heat Transfer without Grid Generation 
L--~ -~. o_':- o...,o ,,., -::;c;]ij·""'·~:;-;-_ ... --;-..<;:;:;,-;-;;;;-.--:_-.~c-c--.. ~. -.~.- .. .,. •. -·-:;,,o;c'iiOiil 
... - Convection Dote 1- ,£,..~: o,~--o, .• P. ' -,:;.;-;-~·-;, ... -, .c·~-;.r-·:;.' .•. ·:.·:,-;;--,"'····: 
/ .~ .5 .... .o~ct..~, -. .,; :_-, ,., ... Tr~t7 ~~()~~~~!,.,.~~-. ,.,--.J ~ 
1- ~J . .t.,....5,_~..J._,....~..L ~ .. l)_, __ l~,.,_~±-;--:-;--- -~.~-,- ·~·-"'-~...:~ 
;'.,. ~~- ~!d~_., :r~J·, fL?-.1- thJ~..____<i,~ -,-~ Regi~n ,-OJ~--~ -,-~,-::-.--.,.-.-c;-"1 
I . 4Q.O(),J?,._ 4ooo_,;o YRJ2p(l_.o_, 1o~_._o_._,__1~0..'2.&__ Moterio~_e!.!'.J~~{iL s:et, -.-,:_-.::, 0 " 
. " 
/. 'O.},L 0,1_~ 9 .. :..15 , .... -.~-;"; ~ - - -;;-- - ~---;:; ,~ .. -:.;; 
j o_.o:' ,.o~o7 ~.D. o.:o~:9~~,,;9t·P5t- ~~~ O~Q81_. Jl....l. ... ~1--Y_::-t;~o:~o~~- 'l 
jo.Q65r';-S·LS•. O·lli.~.9~:,-· --:-, _ ---- .,, ----:, -.r.-.--c- "' 
L:Q-~QL.~-'96,5 •. 0._~~-Q:'~c:~f?~~: o_/,-0, 0,15, __ Q,J.4(i, Q.Q.._)(_~~p~i~~s_ ·-
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This program calculates the nodal displacements and member stresses for 
statistically determinate and indeterminate plane trusses. Temperature 
increase from the steady state conditions may be included. Material 
properties may be varied from member to member. The program uses only 
simple, one-dimensional elements (2 nodes/element). Automatic grid 
generation and grid plottings are not available for this program. 
Element data control parameters and the element data must be input by 
the user. 
3.6.2 Material Properties Description 
The material properties sets for this program include, in the following 
order 
EM - Elastic modulus 
ALPHA Coefficient of thermal expansion 
AREA - Cross-section area 
Dummy Variable 1 0.0 
Dummy Variable 2 - = 0.0 
Any compatible set of units may be used. Up to twenty sets of material 
properties may be input. 
3.6.3 Simple Linear Element 
The element type used in this program consists of a 2 node linear element 
• • Node Node 
Each node and each element must be numbered. The example below shows an 
assemblage of three elements: 
(2) 
(3) 3 
Truss problems are complicated by having a vector unknown, displacement of 
nodes. The displacement is expressed as the sum of the components in the 
X and Y coordinate directions. The figures below demonstrate how the 
components at each node are expressed. At each node two degrees of freedom 
(global degrees of freedom) are used. They are two times the node number 








Input of force values and known nodal displacements are also input in 
vector components keyed to the global degree of freedom. 
3.6.4 Element Data Control Parameters 
Element data control parameters establish the size of the problem and the 
number of material properties sets to be used. Element data control 
parameters for Truss include, in order of input 
NE - number of elements 
NP - number of nodes 
NBW - bandwidth = (maximum difference in node numbers of any 
element + 1) *2 
NMPSET - number of material properties sets to be input. 
Sample bandwidth determination 
4 (4 ) 5 
(~ Bandwidth ((4-1) + 1) *2 
I (2) 2 (6) 3 
3.6.5 Element Data 
The element data establish the element numbers, node numbers for the 
elements, number of the material properties set for each element, the 
change in temperature for each element, and the X andY coordinates of the 
nodes for the truss under study. 
Element data for each element are input in the following order 
NEL - element number 
ND - node numbers 
MPSEL - material properties set number for the element 
DT - increase in temperature of the element from the steady state 
Xl,Yl,X2,Y2 - X and Y coordinates for element nodes in same order 
as node numbers were input . 
Element data must be input with one element per card. 
8 




C2, 5, 6, 











Change in temp. 10.0 









Boundary values are input in two sections. The first is nodal forces. 
The second is known displacements. Both are input by the global degrees 
of freedom at each node and the value of the vector component parallel 
to the direction of that degree of freedom. Each card must have six sets 
consisting of global degree of freedom and associated value. If a com-
plete card is not needed, the remaining sets should be specified with zero 
values. If an even multiple of 6 sets occurs or no values are to be input, 
a card with 6 sets of zeros (12 zeros) must follow to terminate that 
section of data input. 
For the simple truss shown below 
( I ) 
----------------·3 ( 3) A 9;~2; 
the nodal forces would be input as 
3, -5600.0, 4, 5000.0, 0, o.o, 0, 0.0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0.0 
and the known nodal values (displacements) 
~1, 0.0, 2, 0.0, 6, 0.0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0.0 
Note sign convention has been established such that forces and displace-
ments in the positive coordinate direction are assumed positive. Those 
in the oposite direction are assumed negative. 
3.6.7 Input description 
Table 3.6.1 shows the inputs required for the truss program. 
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Table 3.6.1 Program Input for Truss 
up to 80 alpha-numeric characters for identification of problem. 




Control Parameters for Elements Data by order of input, see Section 3.6.4. 
Data 
NE - number of elements 
NP - number of nodes 
NBW - bandwidth 
MNPSET - number of material properties sets. 
NMPSET sets, see Section 3.6.2 for description. 





MPSEL material properties set number for the element 
DT increase in temperature of element 
Xl,Yl,X2,Y2 X andY coordinates for element nodes in same 
order as node numbers were input. 
read sets of global degree of freedom associated with force and 
value, with 6 sets per card - terminate with global d.o.f. = 0, 
value= 0.0 for remainder of card. See Section 3.6.6. 
Nodal Values read sets of global degree of freedom associated with 
displacement and value of displacement with 6 sets per 
card - terminate with global d.o.f. = 0, value = 0.0 
for remainder of card. 
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3.6.8 Sample Problem 
Consider the truss problem diagrammed below. The truss is assumed to be 
fixed at both ends. 
~ 30 KIPS 
-.---------------------------------A~---~---- 25 KIPS 
41.569" 
,, 
..... f---- 4 2 -----+-..._ __ 
AREA=41N 2 
The following figure shows the truss with elements and nodes labeled for 
input. 
( I ) 2 (2) 3 ( 3) 4 
Figure 3.6.1 shows the input for this problem. Note that units must 
be consistent (i.e., if material properties are in inches, nodal distance 
must be in inches). 




Figure 3.6.1 Input for Truss Example Problem 
l--c-'h--2•5• ~·- 0_.~, _,~8._0_,0~0, _72:0•~7-•~?~----;-~:E.~.~: c:;~o-.~--: ;· 
j_7_!__l_,_CJ, _2, _ o~oL_9t).o~o.!_o, 7?._9!_~_1.5~--- -,.--_-,-.,.,____,-,-~~----,----;,- ~-
1--. s_-L _ _ ) •. 5._'<, o.o. 96_.o,o.o, _Io_e.q_,_z_o.za..s _______________ ~--. • , { t· ··• 1 :l ·I ' 
/- 4, 4,5, 1, o._Q, 
-- '.-----:" 
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PRF.SCRIRED NODAL VALUES 
17 .18000£+03 12 .1~500£+03 R 
41 .20000E+03 45 .200DOE+03 
SODAL VALUES 
1 .19860E+03 .193R2E+03 3 
7 .19086£+03 .19000£+03 9 
13 .18831£+03 14 .19395E+03 15 
19 .I R643E+03 20 .19407E+03 21 
25 .18875E+03 26 .19494F.+03 27 
31 .18989£+03 32 .19174E+03 33 
37 .19685£+03 38 .19434f.+03 39 
43 .19716E+03 44 .19682F.+n3 45 
ELF.HF.NT VELOCITY CO!\PONENTS 
ELF.~IENT VF.L(X) VEL(Y) 
I .46946E-OI .42475£-0I 
2 .15711F.+OO -.1 0358E-OI 
3 -. 58564E-01 .83084F.+OO 
4 .79857F.+OO .22079£+00 
5 -.45614£+00 -.13340E-OI 
6 -.95121£+00 • 51203E+OO 
7 -. 29485£+00 -.42912£-03 
8 -. 318 74F.+OO .36081f.-01 
9 -. 56860£-01 .19381£+00 
10 .46946£-01 .11940E+OO 
II -.19203E+OO • 30440E+OO 
12 -. 58564£-01 .19340£+00 
11 -. 33629E+OO .825Rll:-ol 
14 -.45614£+00 .21007E+OO 
15 -. 2 7416F.+OO .68246E-01 
16 -.29485£+00 .97486£-01 
17 -.13464£+00 .10995£+00 
18 -. 56860E-01 .35734£-01 
19 -.24404£+00 .14582£+00 
20 -.19203£+00 • 96334£-01 
21 -.33838F.+OO .11510F.+OO 
22 -.33629E+OO .11288E+OO 
23 -.24764£+00 .I0377E+OO 
24 -. 2 74 16£+00 • I 3820E+OO 
25 -.28000E+OO • 29929E-OI 
26 - .13464£+00 -.14324E+OO 
27 -.28000HOO . 76988E-OI 
28 -.24404£+00 • 38460E-01 
29 -.44016E+OO .1649 3F.+OO 
30 -. 33838E+OO .56140E-OI 
31 -.11984£+00 .82916£-01 
32 -.24764E+OO .23418E+OO 
33 .24017E+OO -.23125£+00 
34 .66731£-01 0 
35 .14941E+OO -.28199E+OO 
36 .10734E+OO -.21281E+OO 
37 -.51751£-01 -. 22221 E+OO 
38 -. 35611£-01 -.25175E+OO 
39 -.14416E+OO -.19099£+00 
40 -.12926E+OO -. 21854£+00 
41 .65583£+00 -. 39159E+OO 
42 .28995£+00 0 
43 .23932E+OO -.33378£+00 
44 .12187£+00 -.42714£+00 
45 -. H992E+OO -. 2687RE+OO 
46 -.80879£-01 -. 39403E+OO 
47 -.19405F.+OO -.19184£+00 
48 -.15604E+OO -.26849E+OO 
49 .15756E+OO -. 69939£+00 
so • 54831 E+OO -.I 0296E+Ol 
51 .20703£+00 -. 70625E+OO 
52 .18983E+OO -. 72056£+00 
53 -.41948£+00 -.62112£+00 
54 -.15177E+OO -.28673£+00 
55 -.26121£+00 -.15693E+OO 
56 -. 20204E+OO -.28437E+OO 















































• 20000E+03 36 






• 20000E+03 42 
.17127E+OO -. 56514£+00 
• 79857£+00 -.65214E+OO 
.17531E+OO -.11964£+01 
61 -.95121E+OO -.I0127F.+01 
62 -.39998£+00 -.20958E+OO 
63 -.31874E+OO -.90455E-01 







• J ~2 35E+03 
.19333E+03 
• 20000£+03 




4. GRID PLOTTING 
Grid plotting is intended to aid the user in visualization of the grid developed 
and in development of boundary condition inputs for application programs using 
the three-node linear triangular element. The user needs only specify the 
parameter NPLTG = 1 on the main control parameter card to obtain a grid plot. 
No additional input is required. Automatic grid generation is not required for 
use of the grid plotting program. 
The program automatically produces a ten-inch square plot with an asterisk (*) 
at each nodal location. The plot scale is determined by the element data and 
is printed at the top of each plot. The same scale is used in both the X and 
Y directions. 
Figure 4.1 shows a sample plot. Figure 4.2 shows how the user, with the help of 
the element data printed out prior to the grid plot, might develop the plot to 
assist in determination of nodal values for boundary conditions . 
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Figure 4.1 Example Grid Plot 
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Figure 4.2 Grid Plot Developed for Boundary Condition Determination 
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5. RESULT PLOTTING 
5.1 PURPOSE 
Interpretation and use of the large amount of data which can be produced by a 
finite element program is often tedious and difficult. The purpose of the 
result plotting program is to assist in interpretation of pertinent output 
variables. The program produces line-printer plots of the same scale and size 
as those produced by the grid plotting program (ten inch square plot). 
5.2 REQUIREMENT FOR USE 
The user need only specify the parameter NPLTR = 1 on the main control parameter 
card to obtain result plots. No additional input is required. Table 5.1 below 






















Maximum Principal Stress 
Minimum Principal Stress 





Shear Stress ZX 
Shear Stress ZY 
Maximum Shear Stress 
Temperatures - each time 
step at which values are 
printed. 
Result plotting not available. 

















This program divides the range of the variable to be plotted into ten equal 
4 
subranges which are labelled 0 through 9. • 
Subrange values are printed at the right of each plot. Appropriate subrange 
labels are then plotted at nodal or element centriodal locations. Figure 5.1 
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Appendix 1. Sample Time and Core Memory Requirements 
The table below gives execution time and core memory requirements for 
sample moderate size problems. 
Time (sec) 
Application Number of Bandwidth w/Grid Generation w/o Grid Generation 
Program Elements w/All Plots w/o ?lot w/o Plots 
2-D Elasticity 96 6 7.9 2.7* 2.0 
2-D Heat Transfer 96 7 5.9 2.1* 1.4 
2-D Groundwater 96 6 5.9 2.0* 1.3 
Torsion 96 6 4.5 2.1* 1.4 
2-D Transient 108 9 14.1 6.1 5.4 
Heat Transfer 
-100 iterations 
Truss 23 10 0.4** 
*Minimum Core Memory 46000 








Appendix 2 - Control Cards for Using FEMPAC 
The following control cards are necessary to obtain and execute this 
package. Details on those cards not listed completely can be obtained 




FETCH, FEMP AC. 
FEMPAC. 
A (7-8-9 card) 
FEMPAC input cards. 
0 ( 6-7-H card) 
